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Abstract. We present a comprehensive refinement calculus for the devel-
opment of sequential, real-time programs from real-time specifications. A
specification may include not only execution time limits, but also require-
ments on the behaviour of outputs over the duration of the execution of the
program.
The approach allows refinement steps that separate timing constraints
and functional requirements. New rules are provided for handling timing
constraints, but the refinement of components implementing functional re-
quirements is essentially the same as in the standard refinement calculus.
The product of the refinement process is a program in the target pro-
gramming language extended with timing deadline directives. The extended
language is a machine-independent, real-time programming language. To
provide valid machine code for a particular model of machine, the machine
code produced by a compiler must be analysed to guarantee that it meets
the specified timing deadlines.
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1 Introduction
Our goal is to provide a method for the stepwise refinement of sequential,
real-time programs from real-time specifications. We follow the refinement
calculus approach [1,2,18,19] of devising a wide-spectrum language that
encompasses both real-time programs and real-time specifications, and the
spectrum in between. Of course time is the all important additional dimen-
sion in our language. The motivation for our work comes from the real-time
refinement calculus ofMahony [12], which allows not only the specification
of real-time systems, but the refinement of a specification into a set of truly
parallel processes. In this paper we address the task of refining an individual
process to sequential code, using the foundations developed by Utting and
Fidge [22].
The remainder of this section overviews the real-time, wide-spectrum
language and introduces the mechanism for dealing with real-time con-
straints in the target code. Sect. 2 gives the details of the wide-spectrum
language and a comprehensive set of refinement laws. Sect. 3 summarises
the extended real-time programming language. Sect. 4 addresses the issue of
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feasibility in the real-time calculus. Sect. 5 gives an example specification,
timing analysis and refinement for a message receiver example.
1.1 Wide-spectrum language overview
A key change from the standard refinement calculus is our treatment of
variables; they are modelled as functions from time to their value at that
time. This allows a real-time specification command to constrain not only
the final value of variables, but also their values over time. We also intro-
duce a number of time-related commands, such as a delay command and
a deadline command. The deadline command is novel to our approach and
allows timing constraints to be expressed abstractly in an extended program-
ming language. A separate program analysis is required to guarantee that
the deadlines are met by the machine code generated for the program by a
compiler.
Inputs, outputs and local variables. In a real-time system there are both
external inputs, whose value may vary independently of the direct control of
the program, and outputs, whose value over time is to be controlled by the
program. Of course, by controlling an output, the program may indirectly
control a related input. In addition to inputs and outputs, there are also
variables local to the program.
In order to capture the time-varying nature of variables, they aremodelled
as functions from time to their value at that time [12,14,15]. For example,
a variable representing the level of water in a mine, and a boolean variable
to control a mine pump, are modelled as
level : Time" Depth
pump : Time" boolean (1)
where the types Time and Depth are modelled by the nonnegative real num-
bers (real+). To distinguish between Time and Depth we make use of di-
mensions of measurement. Time has dimension T (for time), and Depth has
dimension L (for length).
Time =̂ real+  T
Depth =̂ real+  L
The operator ‘’ takes a magnitude and a dimension and forms a dimen-
sioned type [7].
Although our underlying model treats variables as functions of time, it
is convenient to abbreviate the declaration of a variable by just giving the
type of the range of the variable; the type of the domain is always Time.
Additionally, we distinguish between inputs, outputs and local variables
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via the keywords input, output and var, respectively. In all cases the
variables are implicitly functions of time. For example, instead of (1) we
write the following.
input level : Depth
output pump : boolean
For many purposes outputs and local variables are treated similarly because
their values are under the direct control of the program. We refer to out-
puts and local variables collectively as program variables. Because external
inputs vary independently of the direct control of a program, it cannot be
assumed that they will remain stable just because the program does not
modify them. Hence we treat external inputs quite differently to program
variables. For example, the guard of a loop cannot access an external input.
That ensures that the evaluation of the guard is independent of the order of
access to variables and how long it takes to evaluate the guard. Such restric-
tions greatly simplify reasoning about programs. Access to external inputs
is restricted to a special read command.
Constants do not vary over time. Hence their definition is standard. For
example, limits on the water level (in metres) in the mine and the minimum
rate of change in the level (in metres of depth per second) may be defined
as follows.
const limit =̂ 1m ; minlevel =̂ 0.1m ; minpumprate =̂ 0.01ms−1
Assumptions. In the standard refinement calculus, assumptions allow state-
ments about the state of the program at the point at which they occur. In the
real-time refinement calculus assumptions are generalised to allow proper-
ties about variables over time, as well as at the point at which they appear
within the program. For example, the following assumption states that at
any time, if the pump has been turned on for one second, then the water
level in the mine is decreasing (its rate of change is negative) at a rate of at
least minpumprate.

{∀ t : Time •
pump\t − 1 s ...t] = {true} ⇒ (s level)(t) < −minpumprate
}
(2)
where \t − 1 s ...t] is the closed interval of real numbers from t minus one
second to t, inclusive; pumpS is the set of all values of pump(x) for x ∈ S;
and s level is the derivative of level with respect to time. In this paper we
prefix constructs in the real-time language by a ‘’ to differentiate them from
the corresponding constructs of the standard refinement calculus.
Assumptions allow one to state properties about the behaviour of vari-
ables in the environment. That restricts the range of behaviours that a pro-
gram has to cope with.
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Specifications. A real-time specification command, x: [P, R], consists
of a set of variables, x, called the frame, that may be modified by the com-
mand; a predicate, P, giving the assumptions the command may make about
the environment; and a predicate, R, giving the effect the command is to
achieve. A command can modify only program variables, and not external
inputs. Hence the frame x must be completely contained within the pro-
gram variables. The special variable τ , of type Time, is introduced to refer
to the current time. Within the assumptions, τ refers to the start time of
the command, and within the effect, τ0 and τ refer to the start and finish
times, respectively; the assumptions may not refer to τ0. For example, in the
context of the assumption (2) the following is a specification of one activity
of a mine pump controller.
pump:
[
level(τ) > limit, level(τ) ≤ limit ∧(∀ t : \τ0 ... τ] • level(t) ≥ minlevel)
]
(3)
In this case, no timebounds are specified for the execution time, but examples
later in the paper show how this can easily be done.
The predicates used as assumptions and effects may refer to both ex-
ternal and local variables of the program. Such variables are modelled as
functions of time. To reference the value of variable v at time t one simply
indexes v by t, i.e., v(t). Because many references to variables, especially
program variables, within the assumptions refer to values of the variables at
the start time of the command, we introduce a convention that an unindexed
occurrence of a variable, v, in a context where an indexed occurrence is ex-
pected, stands for v(τ), i.e., the value of v at the start time of the command.
For example, the assumption in (3) may be abbreviated to level > limit.
A similar convention is used within the effect where an unindexed oc-
currence of a variable v also stands for v(τ), where in this case τ is the finish
time of the command. For example, the first conjunct in the effect of (3) can
be abbreviated to level ≤ limit. Within the effect there may also be refer-
ences to the initial values of variables. Hence we introduce the convention
that v0 stands for v(τ0), i.e., the value of v at the start time of the command.
This convention is consistent with that used by Morgan [18].
As well as constraining the value of variables at termination time, the
effectmayconstrain thevalueof variables over time. For example, the second
conjunct in the effect of (3) requires that the water level bemaintained above
a minimum level for the entire duration of the command. The assumptions
may also include predicates over the values of variables over time, typically
stating assumptions about the properties of external inputs.
The effect of a specification command defines the possible range of
behaviours required. In achieving that effect only variables in the frame
may be modified, and it may be assumed that the environment satisfies the
assumptions of the specification command.
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1.2 Real-time constraints
The program development process begins with a specification and refines it
step-by-step until a program written in the target programming language is
reached. Real-time specifications can include timing constraints. Hence it
is essential that the refinement process handles timing constraints.
A fundamental problem with developing real-time programs is that the
actual timing performance of a program is determined by both the compiler
for the language and the particular model ofmachine onwhich the generated
code executes. No analysis of just the higher-level program can take into
account low-level aspects such as register allocation and code optimisation
within a compiler, or instruction pipelining and cache memories within pro-
cessors, which together can affect the timing characteristics of a program
by an order of magnitude.
By definition, specification commands achieve their stated effect, includ-
ing any real-time constraints. However, the executable subset of the wide-
spectrum language does not include general specification commands. The
objective of our real-time refinement process is to derive program code that
satisfies a given specification, including any real-time constraints. There is
an obvious gap between a specification command, which by definitionmeets
its real-time requirements, and program code, which may or may not meet
the real-time requirements depending on the compiler and target machine.
To tackle this incompatibilitywe introduce an intermediate programming
language that extends the target programming language to allow real-time
constraints to be expressed within program code. The program develop-
ment process is then split into two phases: refining a real-time specification
to code in the extended programming language; and performing a timing
analysis on the code generated by a compiler to ensure that it meets all
the real-time constraints. The extended programming language enjoys the
advantage of being both machine and compiler independent, which is one
of the most significant advantages claimed for high-level programming lan-
guages in general. This allows the formal refinement process to be treated
in a machine/compiler independent fashion.
However, there is a catch: there is no guarantee that one can compile
a program in the extended language so as to guarantee all the real-time
constraints are met. The compiled program must be analysed to determine
whether it meets all the timing constraints. If the program passes the timing
analysis phase, it is a valid implementation, but if it fails, it should be rejected.
Logically the timing analysis phase can be viewed as part of a compiler for
the extended real-time programming language. Note that we refer to three
different levels of language in this paper:
– the target programming language, which is a standard programming
language that does not include timing deadlines;
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– the extended programming language that includes timing deadlines; and
– the wide-spectrum language, which includes all languages features, in-
cluding specification commands.
The extended programming language. To allow timing constraints to be
expressed we make a minimal extension to an existing programming lan-
guage. The main extension is a novel command of the form, deadlineD,
which on ‘execution’ guarantees to terminate by time D. This command
allows timing constraints to be incorporated into programs, but the dead-
line command can not be directly implemented by a compiler. Consider the
following fragment of a program, in which d is a program variable of type
time.

{
τ ≤ d} ; (4)
delay until d; (5)
“commands which do not update d”; (6)
deadline d + 1ms (7)
The assumption (4) states that the code is assumed to begin execution by
time d. The delay command (5) guarantees to terminate after time d. The
deadline directive (7) adds the constraint that the time at which it completes
is before time d plus one millisecond.
To determine whether the above fragment meets its deadline, one needs
to analyse the machine code generated for the delay command (5) and the
other commands (6). The delay command is guaranteed to terminate after
time d, but it may overrun past time d. The maximum time by which it
may overrun is referred to as its lateness. If the lateness of the delay plus
the maximum execution time of the machine code generated for the other
commands (6) is guaranteed to be less than or equal to one millisecond, then
the deadline is guaranteed to be met for all executions for which the initial
assumption (4) holds.
The deadline command can be viewed as a directive to the compiler for
the programming language. If the compiler can determine by analysing the
machine code generated for (5) and (6) that they will always take less than
one millisecond to execute on the target machine, then the compiler will
successfully generate machine code for them. In that case the deadline is
guaranteed to be met, and hence it can be discarded. On the other hand, if
the compiler cannot guarantee that (5) and (6) will always take less than
one millisecond, then it cannot guarantee to satisfy (7). In that case the
compiler should reject the program because it is unable to guarantee its
timing correctness on the given target machine; the compiler can also supply
details indicating which deadline cannot be met, and by what margin it is
missed. Note that a deadline directive defines a hard deadline that must be
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met. It is not acceptable to generate code that tests whether the deadline was
reached in time and raises an exception if it was missed. Timing analysis is
examined in more detail in Sect. 3 and in the example in Sect. 5.2.
The combination of a delay until command and a deadline directive al-
lows one to add quite detailed timing constraints to a program, and thus
provides an effective real-time programming language. Given the extended
programming language, our goal is to develop programs from specifications
that include timing requirements, using a process of stepwise refinement.
For the purposes of this paper we have chosen Dijkstra’s guarded command
language [3] as our base programming language, because that has been used
as the basis for other refinement calculus work. However, the real-time ex-
tensions introduced here could equallywell be applied to other programming
languages, such as Ada. Interestingly, the nondeterministic language con-
structs found in Dijkstra’s language are not problematical with the approach
taken here.
1.3 Related work
We concentrate our comparison with related work on approaches that de-
velop real-time programs from abstract specifications. The two approaches
we consider are Scholefield’s Temporal Agent Model (TAM) [20,21], and
Hooman’s assertional specification and verification of real-time programs
[9]. Both these approaches also support concurrency, but because our focus
in this paper is just sequential programs, we ignore the concurrent constructs
in this comparison.
All the methods introduce some form of time variable that allows ref-
erence to the start and finish times of commands, and that can be used to
specify timing constraints and relationships. The two main features that dis-
tinguish our work are the addition of the deadline command, and the use of
timed traces for inputs, outputs and local variables.
TAM provides a real-time refinement calculus. If we compare the se-
quential aspects of TAM with our approach, the main difference is in the
treatment of deadlines. In TAM, deadlines are specified as a constraint on the
execution time allowed for a command. This restricts deadlines to the com-
mand structure of the TAM language. In comparison, we express deadlines
via a separate deadline command. This allows more flexibility in spec-
ifying timing constraints. In addition to being able to specify constraints
that match the structure of the language, one can also specify constraints on
execution paths that cross the boundaries of language constructs, e.g., a path
that begins before an alternation command and ends within one branch of
the alternation, or a path from a point within the body of a loop back around
to a point within the body of the loop on its next iteration.
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A consequence of the TAM approach to deadlines is that it is necessary
to specify a constant representing the evaluation time for all guards of an
alternation, even though in practice the guard evaluation time is different for
different branches of an alternation. In our approach there is no need for such
a constant: guard evaluation is just considered to be part of the execution
time of each path on which the guard appears. The real constraints are the
overall constraint on each path. There is no necessity to have an additional,
more restrictive, constraint on the guard evaluation.
Another difference is in the treatment of inputs and outputs. TAM pro-
vides shunts for communication between processes and for communication
with the environment. Our approach treats inputs and outputs as traces over
time. One of the main application areas we see for our work is in the spec-
ification and refinement of systems with continuous variables, such as the
level of water in the mine shaft. In order to be able to give a top-level spec-
ification of such systems, we need to use timed traces. Within this paper
we define a simple read command, that samples an input, but because we
use timed traces, more complex input commands, such as analog-to-digital
conversion can be handled within the same framework.
Hooman’s work [9] on assertional specification and verification extends
the use of traditional Hoare logic triples to real-time systems. The real-
time interface of the program with the environment can be specified using
primitives denoting the timing of observable events. The interpretation of
triples has been adapted to require the postcondition to hold for terminating
and non-terminating computations.
Each of the atomic commands in Hooman’s language has an associated
constant representing its execution time, and the compound commands, such
as if-then-else have constants representing the time to evaluate the guard.
For example, Hooman [9, page 126] introduces a constant, Ta, representing
the execution time of an assignment command. An obvious problem is that
not all assignments take the same amount of time, but further, given a single
assignment command, its execution timemay vary greatly (due to the effects
of pipelines or caches) depending upon the preceding commands on the
path. Timing constraints on program components must be broken down into
timing constraints on the individual commands. The overall approach is
similar to that used in TAM and suffers in the same ways in comparison
to the use of a deadline command to specify timing constraints on paths.
Hooman also provides non-terminating loops, which we have not attempted
within this paper.
The seemingly small addition of thedeadline command in ourwork has
had a significant impact on the whole developmentmethod, and importantly,
has allowed developments to treat real-time constraints in a more realistic
and practical manner than in the other approaches.
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– During the refinement process,deadline commands can be used to sep-
arate out timing constraints, leaving behind a requirement to be met that
does not explicitly contain timing constraints. The standard refinement
calculus can be used to develop such components.
– The timing constraints are on execution paths through the program and
are not necessarily constrained to the phrase structure of the program-
ming language. This allows more realistic timing constraints to be de-
vised.
– A timing constraint is on a whole execution path rather than each com-
mand in the path, and hence is less restrictive in terms of allowable
implementations.
A deadline command could be added to the standard refinement calculus
extended with a time variable, τ , but not using timed traces for variables.
Such an extensionwould provide the benefits listed above.However, itwould
not allow the top-level specification of systems involving continuous inputs
within the same framework.
Sect. 2 contains a comprehensive presentation of definitions of real-time
programming constructs and associated refinement laws. A reader wishing
to get an idea of how the calculus is used may prefer to skip directly to
Sections 3 and 5 and refer back to Sect. 2 as needed.
2 Semantics and laws for language constructs
Because we treat variables as functions from time to their value at that time,
we cannot directly use the standard refinement calculus [1,2,18,19] for real-
time refinement. However, Utting and Fidge [22,23] introduced a way to
encode the real-time refinement calculus as a standard refinement calculus
that changes only time. In the encoding, variables in the real-time calculus
are explicitly declared as functions of time in the standard calculus; a special
standard variable, τ , (not itself a function of time) is introduced to stand for
time; and all the constructs in the programming language are replaced with
their real-time equivalents. The encoding should not be seen as a way of
implementing the real-time language, but rather as a device for showing the
relationship between the standard and real-time calculi. It also allows the
reuse of the existing standard theory to build the new real-time theory.
In the encoding, program variables are created with their value initially
unconstrained over all time, except that the value is of the declared type.
The ‘execution’ of commands in the language may constrain the values of
variables. At the specification level, arbitrary constraints are allowed, but
at the level of executable code, the primitive commands of the language
can only constrain the value of program variables during the time period
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over which they execute. Without this constraint it would not be feasible to
implement such constructs [23]. (See Sect. 4 for more details.)
2.1 Environment
An environment defines finite and disjoint sets of inputs, outputs and local
variables. Identifier names for variables are chosen from the set Ident, and
 Ident stands for the set of all finite subsets of Ident.
Env
in, out, local :  Ident
in ∩ out = out ∩ local = local ∩ in = ffi
Such an environment could be extended to include the type of each variable,
but because the typing aspects are not novel, we have chosen to elide them
in this paper. It is useful to be able to determine the set of all variables in
an environment, var(ρ), and the set of program variables: variables that are
either outputs or local variables (but not inputs), pvar(ρ).
var : Env" Ident
pvar : Env" Ident
var(ρ) = ρ.in ∪ ρ.out ∪ ρ.local
pvar(ρ) = ρ.out ∪ ρ.local
As an abbreviation we write ρˆ for pvar(ρ).
2.2 Predicate transformers and refinement
As for the standard refinement calculus, the semantics are given in terms of
predicate transformers, PTran, which are monotonic functions from predi-
cates (effects) to predicates (assumptions):
PTran =̂ {PT : Pred" Pred |
∀P,Q : Pred • (P  Q)⇒ (PT(P) PT(Q))}
where ‘’ is the universal quantification over all states of the corresponding
implication, as used byMorgan [18]. However, we need to take into account
the environment of the command being defined. Hence we define a meaning
function,M, that given an environment and a command, defines a predicate
transformer,
M : Env" (Command PTran)
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whereCommand is the set of syntactic commands.Wewrite the environment
parameter to M as a subscript. Refinement is defined with respect to an
environment, ρ,
C ρ C′ =̂Mρ (C) Mρ
(
C′
) (8)
where ‘’ is standard refinement:
S  S′ =̂ (∀G : Pred • S(G) S′(G)) (9)
Refinement equivalence is defined by
C ρ C′ =̂ (C ρ C′ ∧ C′ ρ C) (10)
2.3 Unindexed variables in predicates and expressions
The assumption and effect predicates in a specification may include unin-
dexed references to variables using the conventions outlined in Sect. 1.1. In
an effect, unindexed variables of the form v stand for v(τ), and unindexed
variables of the form v0 stand for v(τ0).We introduce the notationR@(τ0, τ)
to stand for the predicate Rwith every unindexed occurrence of a variable, v,
replaced by v(τ) and every unindexed occurrence of v0 is replaced by v(τ0).
In fact, we generalise this notation so that τ0 and τ are just parameters. We
make use of the same conventions for expressions.
Definition 1 (at times) Given a predicate or expression, R, R @ (x, y) is
defined to be R with all unindexed occurrences of the form v0 replaced by
v(x) and all unindexed occurrences of v replaced by v(y), and as well, all
occurrences of τ0 and τ in R are replaced by x and y, respectively.
When the ‘@’ operator is used in the formR@(τ0, τ), the replacements of τ0
and τ have no effect. Note that Rmay contain explicit indexed references to
variables at times other than τ ; these are not affected by the ‘@’ operator. The
operator ‘@’ has a lower precedence than all the normal logical operators, but
a higher precedence than ‘≡’ and ‘’. For predicates, such as assumptions,
that do not contain any zero-subscripted variables, we use the notationP@x.
Definition 2 (at time) Given a predicate or expression, P, P@ x is defined
to be P with all unindexed occurrences of a variable v replaced by v(x), and
any occurrences of τ replaced by x.
If there are no occurrences of τ0 or zero-subscripted variables in P then
P @ (τ0, τ) ≡ P @ τ . The operator ‘@’ distributes over logical operators.
For example, the following identities hold.
(P ∧ Q@ x) ≡ (P @ x) ∧ (Q@ x)
(P ∨ Q@ x) ≡ (P @ x) ∨ (Q@ x)
(¬ P @ x) ≡ ¬ (P @ x)
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Aside:One interesting approach to proving properties of predicates using
the conventions outlined above, is to prove entailment between predicates
treating unindexed variables as variables of their range type. This allows
simpler proofs of properties that do not involve explicit time indices. For
example, from
x = y x − y = 0
we may deduce that
x = y @ τ  x − y = 0 @ τ
also holds. We note that this allows one to treat proof obligations that do
not involve time indices in a manner very close to the proof obligations in
Morgan’s calculus [18]. This lifting property is not essential to the calculus
presented in this paper; it is treated in more detail in [6].
In the remainder of this section we introduce the constructs in the wide-
spectrum language along with related refinement laws. On the first reading
the proofs of laws may be skipped over unless the reader is uncertain about
a given law.
2.4 Specifications
A real-time specification command can be defined in terms of a standard
specification command using the conventions introduced by Utting and
Fidge [22]. The equivalent standard specification command allows time
to increase, and insists that all program variables that are not in the frame
remain stable (unchanged) for the duration of the command.
Definition 3 (stable) Given a variable, v, and a set of times, S,
stable(v, S) =̂ (∀ t, u : S • v(t) = v(u))
Within this paper we allow a set of variables to be used as the first parameter
to stable, with the meaning that every variable in the set is stable over the set
of times. The notation,x, stands for a vector of variables; we allow a vector
to be used where a set is expected, with the meaning that it stands for the
set of variables contained in the vector.
The assumptions of a specification command determine the range of pos-
sible values of variables over time, as well as the start time of the command.
The effect further constrains the values of variables over time, as well as
constraining the finish time of the command.
Definition 4 (specification) A specification command, x: [P, R], is well
formed in an environment, ρ, provided
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– the frame, x, is a vector of program variables, x ⊆ ρˆ (remember ρˆ is an
abbreviation for the program variables of ρ),
– P is a predicate involving the variables in the environment plus τ , and
– R is a predicate involving variables in the environment plus τ0, τ and
zero-subscripted versions of variables in the environment.
The meaning of a well-formed specification command is given by the fol-
lowing
Mρ
(
x:
[
P, R
])
=̂
τ :
[
P @ τ , R@ (τ0, τ) ∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \x,\τ0 ... τ])
]
where ρˆ \x stands for the set ρˆ with any elements in the frame x removed.
Note that τ , unlike other variables, is not itself a function of time. The frame
of the real-time command,x, does not appear in the frame of the equivalent
standard command. Instead, those programvariables that are not in the frame
are constrained to be stable for its duration, and the program variables in
the frame are only constrained by the effect of the specification, R. The use
of traces, and their exclusion from the frame, leads to interesting feasibility
issues, which are discussed in Sect. 4. In the assumption and effect of a
specification command it is permissible to include both explicitly indexed
references and unindexed references to the same variable.
The definitions of many of the remaining commands can be given in
terms of equivalent specification commands. The environment used for the
equivalent command is usually the same as that for the command being
defined. Hence, we introduce the abbreviation
C =̂ρ C′
to stand for
Mρ (C) =̂Mρ (C′)
We use the abbreviation that the default assumption in a specification
command is true.
Definition 5 (default assumption) Given an environment ρ, provided x is
contained in the program variables, ρˆ, and R is a predicate as defined in
Def. 4 (specification), then
x:
[
R
]
=̂ρ x:
[
true, R
]
For the remainder of the paper, we assume that the frame and the predicates
in the assumptions and effects of specification commands satisfy the well-
formedness constraints outlined in Def. 4 (specification). In addition, we
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make use of Def. 5 (default-assumption) without explicit reference to its
definition.
The refinement rules for weakening an assumption and strengthening an
effect carry over to the real-time refinement calculus.
Law 6 (weaken assumption) Given an environment of variables, ρ, pro-
vided P @ τ  P′ @ τ ,
x:
[
P, R
] ρ x: [P′, R] .
When applying this law we can use the fact that from P  P′ one can
deduce that P@ τ  P′@ τ . That gives a special case of the law for dealing
with properties that are not time dependent. This special case is identical to
the weaken-precondition law of Morgan’s calculus [18].
Proof. The law follows from the equivalent standard refinement calculus
law.
Mρ
(
x:
[
P, R
])
 Def. 4 (specification)
τ :
[
P @ τ , R@ (τ0, τ) ∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \x,\τ0 ... τ])
]
 Standard weaken precondition
τ :
[
P′ @ τ , R@ (τ0, τ) ∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \x,\τ0 ... τ])
]
 Def. 4 (specification)
Mρ
(
x:
[
P′, R
]) unionsq
Law 7 (strengthen effect) Given an environment, ρ, provided
(P @ τ0) ∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \x,\τ0 ... τ]) ∧ (R′ @ (τ0, τ))
 R@ (τ0, τ)
then
x:
[
P, R
] ρ x: [P, R′] .
This law is often used to replace an effect R by another R′ that is equivalent
under the assumptions P. In that case the refinement is an equivalence. In
the case where the properties are not time dependent, a special case of the
proviso is the following
P0 ∧ R′  R
where P0 stands for the predicate P with all occurrences of τ replaced by
τ0, and all unindexed occurrences of every variable, v, that is in the frame
or is an external input, replaced by v0. This corresponds to the equivalent
law in Morgan’s calculus [18].
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Proof. The law follows from the equivalent standard refinement calculus
law.
Mρ
(
x:
[
P, R
])
 Def. 4 (specification)
τ :
[
P @ τ , R@ (τ0, τ) ∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \x,\τ0 ... τ])
]
 From the proviso using standard strengthen postcondition
τ :
[
P @ τ , R′ @ (τ0, τ) ∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \x,\τ0 ... τ])
]
 Def. 4 (specification)
Mρ
(
x:
[
P, R′
]) unionsq
A requirement that a variable in the frame remains stable for the duration
of a command can be achieved by removing the variable from the frame.
Law 8 (contract frame) Given an environment, ρ, and disjoint vectors of
program variables, x and v,
x,v:
[
P, R ∧ stable(x,\τ0 ... τ])
] ρ v: [P, R]
Proof.
Mρ
(
x,v:
[
P, R ∧ stable(x,\τ0 ... τ])
])
 Def. 4 (specification)
τ :
[
P @ τ , R@ (τ0, τ) ∧ stable(x,\τ0 ... τ]) ∧
τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \ (x,v),\τ0 ... τ])
]
 As x is stable and x and v are disjoint
τ :
[
P @ τ , R@ (τ0, τ) ∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \v,\τ0 ... τ])
]
 Def. 4 (specification)
Mρ
(
v:
[
P, R
]) unionsq
A variable can always be removed from the frame.
Law 9 (remove from frame)Given an environment, ρ, and disjoint vectors
of program variables, x and v,
x,v:
[
P, R
] ρ v: [P, R]
Proof.
x,v:
[
P, R
]
ρ Law 7 (strengthen-effect)
x,v:
[
P, R ∧ stable(x,\τ0 ... τ])
]
ρ Law 8 (contract-frame)
v:
[
P, R
] unionsq
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2.5 Assumptions
Assumptions may state properties of the variables at the point at which they
occur. Hence in an assumption, an unindexed reference to a variable, v,
is interpreted as v(τ). Assumptions can also state properties of the value
of variables at other times by using explicit indices. Assumptions take no
time, and hence there is no need for τ0 or zero-subscripted variables, within
assumptions.
Definition 10 (assumption) An assumption,  {P}, is well-formed pro-
vided P does not refer to τ0 or zero-subscripted variables. Given an en-
vironment, ρ, an assumption is equivalent to a specification command that
takes no time and has the assumption as its precondition.

{
P
}
=̂ρ 
[
P, τ0 = τ
]
From this definition we can deduce
Mρ
(

{
P
})
 Def. 10 (assumption)
Mρ
(

[
P, τ0 = τ
])
 Def. 4 (specification)
τ :
[
P @ τ , τ0 = τ
]
 Standard contract frame[
P @ τ , true
]
 Standard refinement calculus{
P @ τ
}
The last line above represents a standard refinement calculus assumption,
while the first line is an assumption in the real-time refinement calculus.
For the remainder of this paper we assume that all assumptions are well-
formed, i.e., they do not refer to τ0 or to zero-subscripted variables.
Law 11 (weaken assumption command) Given an environment, ρ, pro-
vided P @ τ  P′ @ τ ,

{
P
} ρ  {P′}
Proof. The law follows directly from Def. 10 (assumption) and Law 6
(weaken-assumption). unionsq
2.6 Sequential composition
The definition of sequential composition carries over from the standard
refinement calculus, provided we assume that the start time of the second
component is identical to the finish time of the first component.
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Definition 12 (sequential composition) Given an environment, ρ,
Mρ (C; D) =̂ (Mρ (C)) ◦ (Mρ (D))
where ‘◦’ is used here to represent standard sequential composition, i.e.,
functional composition of the predicate transformers.
Law 13 (separate assumption) Given an environment, ρ,
x:
[
U ∧ P, R] ρ  {U} ; x: [P, R]
Proof.
Mρ
(
x:
[
U ∧ P, R])
 Def. 4 (specification)
τ :
[
U @ τ ∧ P @ τ , R@ (τ0, τ) ∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \x,\τ0 ... τ])
]
 Standard refinement calculus{
U @ τ
} ◦ τ : [P @ τ , R@ (τ0, τ)∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \x,\τ0 ... τ])
]
 Def. 10 (assumption); Def. 4 (specification)
Mρ
(

{
U
}) ◦Mρ (x: [P, R])
 Def. 12 (sequential-composition)
Mρ
(

{
U
}
; x:
[
P, R
]) unionsq
Law 14 (establish assumption) Given an environment, ρ, and a predicate
V, such that neither τ0 nor zero-subscripted variables occur in V, provided
R@ (τ0, τ) V @ τ then
x:
[
P, R
] ρ x: [P, R] ;  {V}
For time independent properties, we can use the proviso R V as a special
case of this law, because from that we can deduce that R@(τ0, τ) V @ τ .
Proof.
Mρ
(
x:
[
P, R
])
 Def. 4 (specification)
τ :
[
P @ τ , R@ (τ0, τ) ∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \x,\τ0 ... τ])
]
 Standard refinement calculus
τ :
[
P @ τ , R@ (τ0, τ)∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \x,\τ0 ... τ])
]
◦ {V @ τ}
 Def. 4 (specification); Def. 10 (assumption)
Mρ
(
x:
[
P, R
]) ◦Mρ ( {V})
 Def. 12 (sequential-composition)
Mρ
(
x:
[
P, R
]
; 
{
V
}) unionsq
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2.7 Doing nothing
The identity of sequential composition is the command that changes no
variables and takes no time.
Definition 15 (skip) For any environment, ρ,
skip =̂ρ 
[
τ0 = τ
]
In terms of a standard specification command, skip has an empty frame,
and hence is equivalent to skip in the standard refinement calculus.
Mρ (skip)  τ :
[
τ0 = τ
]  [true]  skip
Law 16 (skip identity) For any environment, ρ,
skip; C ρ C ρ C;  skip
Proof.
Mρ (skip; C)
 Def. 12 (sequential-composition)
Mρ (skip) ◦Mρ (C)
 Def. 15 (skip)
skip ◦Mρ (C)
 Standard refinement calculus
Mρ (C)
 Standard refinement calculus
Mρ (C) ◦ skip
 Def. 15 (skip)
Mρ (C) ◦Mρ (skip)
 Def. 12 (sequential-composition)
Mρ (C;  skip) unionsq
An assumption may be removed by refining it to skip and then using
Law 16 (skip-identity).
Law 17 (remove assumption) For any environment, ρ,

{
P
} ρ skip
Proof.

{
P
}
ρ Def. 10 (assumption)

[
P, τ0 = τ
]
ρ Law 6 (weaken-assumption)

[
τ0 = τ
]
ρ Def. 15 (skip)
skip unionsq
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A command that does nothing, but may take time, is idle.
Definition 18 (idle) For any environment, ρ,
idle =̂ρ 
[
true
]
In terms of a standard specification command we have
Mρ (idle)  τ :
[
τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ,\τ0 ... τ])
]
Hence idle ρ 
[
τ0 ≤ τ
]
.
Law 19 (skip idle) For any environment, ρ,
idle ρ skip
Proof.
idle
ρ Def. 18 (idle)

[
true
]
ρ Law 7 (strengthen-effect)

[
τ0 = τ
]
ρ Def. 15 (skip)
skip unionsq
2.8 Invariant properties
Many properties are invariant over the execution of particular commands.
Two interesting cases are predicates that are invariant over the execution of
an idle command, and predicates that are invariant over the execution of a
specification command with framex. We refer to these as idle-invariant and
frame-invariant predicates, respectively. In fact, idle-invariant predicates are
the special case of frame-invariant predicates when the frame is empty.
Definition 20 (frame invariant) Given an environment, ρ, a predicate, P,
that contains no references to τ0 or zero-subscripted variables, is frame-
invariant with respect to frame x, if and only if
(P @ τ0) ∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \x,\τ0 ... τ]) P @ τ
Definition 21 (idle invariant) Given an environment, ρ, a predicate, P, is
idle-invariant if and only if P is frame-invariant with respect to the empty
frame.
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For both types of properties there are syntactic checks that are sufficient
(but not necessary) to ensure that the properties are invariant. A property,
P, is idle-invariant if it is invariant over the execution of an idle command.
During the execution of an idle command, the program variables (outputs
and local variables) are stable. Hence, if the property only refers to program
variables, it is invariant. If the property refers to τ , the property may be
invalidated because the idle command may take time. For example, the
property τ ≤ D is not invariant if the idle command executes until after time
D. For this reason our syntactic check disallows references to τ . Similarly,
references to external inputs are not guaranteed stable over time. Hence we
exclude unindexed references to external inputs as well. For frame-invariant
properties we add the restriction that there are no unindexed references to
variables in the frame.
Law 22 (frame-invariant property) Given an environment, ρ, a frame, x,
such thatx ⊆ ρˆ, and a predicate, P, then P is frame-invariant with respect to
the framex, provided P does not involve τ0, τ or zero-subscripted variables,
and has no unindexed references to program variables that are in the frame,
x, or to external inputs.
Proof. According to Def. 20 (frame-invariant), because P does not contain
τ , P@τ0 is Pwith every occurrence of an unindexed variable, v, replaced by
v(τ0). However, every such v is a program variable that is not in the frame,
and hence is stable, so v(τ0) = v(τ). Therefore P@τ0  P@τ as required.
unionsq
Law 23 (idle-invariant property) Given an environment, ρ, and a predi-
cate, P, then P is idle-invariant, provided P does not involve τ0, τ or zero-
subscripted variables, and has no unindexed references to external inputs.
Proof. The proof follows directly from Def. 21 (idle-invariant), and Law 22
(frame-invariant-property) with an empty frame. unionsq
Law 24 (frame invariant) Given an environment, ρ, a frame, x, and a
predicate, P, that is frame invariant with respect to x, then
x:
[
P ∧ Q, P ∧ R] ρ x: [P ∧ Q, R]
Proof. The refinement from right to left is a trivial application of strength-
ening the effect. The refinement from left to right is also an application of
strengthening the effect. The proviso for the latter is
(P ∧ Q@ τ0) ∧ (R@ (τ0, τ)) ∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \x,\τ0 ... τ])
 (P ∧ R@ (τ0, τ))
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but as P is frame invariant with respect to x,
(P @ τ0) ∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \x,\τ0 ... τ]) P @ τ
and hence the proviso holds. unionsq
Idling only changes time so any property invariant over time is main-
tained by idle.
Law 25 (idle invariant) Given an environment, ρ, if P is an idle-invariant
predicate, then

[
P, P
] ρ idle
Proof. If P is idle-invariant, then by definition it is frame-invariant for the
empty frame. Hence, we use Law 24 (frame-invariant) with an empty frame
and Q and R both true.

[
P, P
]
ρ Law 24 (frame-invariant)

[
P, true
]
ρ Law 6 (weaken-assumption)

[
true
]
ρ Def. 18 (idle)
idle unionsq
Assumptions that are invariant over time and do not depend on variables
in the frame are invariant over the execution of a specification command.
Law 26 (frame-invariant assumption)Given an environment, ρ, a frame,
x, and a predicate, P, that is frame-invariant with respect to x, then

{
P
}
; x:
[Q, R] ρ  {P} ; x: [Q, R] ;  {P}
Proof.

{
P
}
; x:
[Q, R]
ρ Law 13 (separate-assumption)
x:
[
P ∧ Q, R]
ρ Law 24 (frame-invariant)
x:
[
P ∧ Q, P ∧ R]
ρ Law 14 (establish-assumption)
x:
[
P ∧ Q, P ∧ R] ;  {P}
ρ Law 24 (frame-invariant)
x:
[
P ∧ Q, R] ;  {P}
ρ Law 13 (separate-assumption)

{
P
}
; x:
[Q, R] ;  {P} unionsq
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Law 27 (idle-invariant assumption)Given an environment,ρ, and an idle-
invariant predicate, P, then

{
P
}
; idle ρ 
{
P
}
; idle; 
{
P
}
Proof. The law follows from Law 26 (frame-invariant-assumption) with an
empty frame and Def. 18 (idle). unionsq
Definition 28 (frame-stable expression) Given an environment, ρ, and a
frame, x, then an expression, D, that contains no references to τ0 or zero-
subscripted variables, is frame stable with respect to x, if and only if
τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \x,\τ0 ... τ]) (D@ τ0) = (D@ τ)
Law 29 (frame-stable expression) Given an environment, ρ, and a frame,
x, an expression, D, is frame stable with respect to x, provided D contains
no occurrence of τ0, τ , or zero-subscripted variables, and has no unindexed
references to variables in the frame, x, or unindexed references to external
inputs.
Proof. Because D does not contain τ , D @ τ0 is D with every unindexed
variable, v, replaced by v(τ0), but because D does not contain unindexed
references to variables in the frame or external inputs, each such v is stable,
so v(τ0) = v(τ). Hence, D@ τ0 = D@ τ . unionsq
Definition 30 (idle-stable expression) Given an environment, ρ, an ex-
pression, D, is idle stable, if and only if D is a frame-stable expression with
respect to the empty frame.
Law 31 (idle-stable expression) Given an environment, ρ, an expression,
D, is idle stable, provided D contains no occurrence of τ0, τ , or zero-
subscripted variables, and has no unindexed references to external inputs.
Proof. The proof follows from Def. 30 (idle-stable-expression) and Law 29
(frame-stable-expression) with an empty frame. unionsq
There is a difference between a predicate being idle-invariant and a
(Boolean) expression being idle-stable. For an idle-invariant predicate, if
it is true before an idle, then it must be true after the idle, but it may be
false before the idle and become true on executing the idle. However, for
an idle-stable (Boolean) expression, it must have the same value before and
after the idle. For example, if D is an idle-stable expression, then D ≤ τ is
idle-invariant, but not idle-stable because D ≤ τ being false at τ does not
preclude it being true at some later time.
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2.9 Assignment
Because the evaluation of the expressions in an assignment takes time, we
require that the expressions in assignments are idle-stable.
Definition 32 (assignment) Given an environment, ρ, a frame,x, such that
x ⊆ ρˆ, and a vector, D, of idle-stable expressions, where the lengths of x
and D are the same and the types of the corresponding elements inx and D
are assignment compatible
x := D =̂ρ x:
[
(x @ τ) = (D@ τ0)
]
For all assignment commands in the remainder of this paper we assume that
the lengths of the vectors x and D are the same, and that the corresponding
elements are assignment compatible.
Law 33 (assignment) Given an environment, ρ, a frame, x, and a vector,
D, of idle-stable expressions, provided
(P @ τ0) ∧ (x @ τ) = (D@ τ0) ∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \x,\τ0 ... τ])
 R@ (τ0, τ)
then
x:
[
P, R
] ρ x := D.
If the properties do not involve time then the following special case of the
proviso can be used
P0 ∧ x = D0  R
where P0 and D0 are the same as P and D, respectively, but with every
unindexed occurrence of a variable, v, that is in the frame or is an external
input, replaced by v0.
Proof.
x:
[
P, R
]
ρ Law 7 (strengthen-effect) using proviso; Law 6 (weaken-assumption)
x:
[
(x @ τ) = (D@ τ0)
]
ρ Def. 32 (assignment)
x := D unionsq
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2.10 Reading an external input
An external input may change without the action of the program directly
causing the change. For example, an input buffer register may change when
an input is received. The command x : read(v) reads the external variable
v and places its value in the program variable x. The value selected is any
of the values that v takes during the execution of the command. In practice,
one often requires that v is stable for the duration of the command, so that
the value read is uniquely defined.
Definition 34 (read) Given an environment, ρ, provided x is contained in
the program variables, ρˆ, and v is an external input (v ∈ ρ.in),
x : read(v) =̂ρ x:
[
x ∈ v\τ0 ... τ]
]
where v\τ0 ... τ] is the image of the set \τ0 ... τ] through v, i.e., all the
values of v during the closed interval from τ0 to τ .
2.11 Reading the clock
The gettime command returns the current time. The value returned is be-
tween the start and finish times of the command. Because we use real num-
bers to model time, we cannot have a type in the programming language
corresponding exactly to Time. To overcome this we introduce the program-
ming language type time, where time ⊂ Time (although time may be
represented within the implementation as an integer in some appropriate
units, e.g., nanoseconds).
Definition 35 (gettime) Given an environment, ρ, provided x is a program
variable (x ∈ ρˆ) of type time,
x : gettime =̂ρ x:
[
x ∈ \τ0 ... τ]
]
Note that we assume a perfect clock with no drift, or perhaps we should
say that the time base of our system is that provided by the implementation
of gettime, rather than some more global time, such as Universal Time
Coordinated (UTC).
Also note that we assume that a clock tick will occur during the exe-
cution of the gettime command, so that there exists an element of time
in the range \τ0 ... τ]. This is a reasonable assumption provided the clock
resolution is fine enough— close to the machine instruction time— but for
a larger clock resolution the definition may have to be modified to take the
clock resolution into account. In that case we could define gettime by
x : gettime =̂ρ x:
[
x ∈ \τ0 − resolution ... τ]
]
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where resolution is the time between clock ticks. For the remainder of this
paper we assume the simpler definition.
There is also the problem of the finite bound on the implementation of
type time. We assume that the implementation of type time is sufficiently
large (at least well beyond the year 10,000) that this will not be a prob-
lem in practice. In practice, an implementation only guarantees to meet the
specification until the end of time, not until the end of Time.
2.12 Delay until
A delay command guarantees that its completion is after the specified time.
Definition 36 (delay)Given an environment, ρ, providedD is an idle-stable
time-valued expression,
delay untilD =̂ρ 
[
D ≤ τ] .
2.13 Deadline
The deadline directive allows a time deadline to be specified. It is the com-
piler’s responsibility to ensure the deadline is met by the generated code. If
the compiler cannot, it must report a compile-time error.
Definition 37 (deadline) Given an environment, ρ, provided D is a time-
valued expression, which may include references to logical constants but no
references to τ0 or zero-subscripted variables,
deadlineD =̂ρ 
[
τ0 = τ ∧ τ ≤ D
]
.
Because the deadline command takes no time, there is no need to require
D to be idle-stable. From the definition of the specification command we
have
Mρ (deadlineD)
 τ : [τ0 = τ ∧ τ ≤ D@ τ ∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ,\τ0 ... τ])]
 As \τ0 ... τ] = {τ}
τ :
[
τ0 = τ ∧ τ ≤ D@ τ
]
 [τ ≤ D@ τ]
In refinement calculus terms, a deadline directive is a coercion. A timing
path analysis is required to show that the deadline directive is always reached
before its deadline. In that context the directive can be eliminated. Otherwise
the program cannot be successfully compiled. For more discussion on the
deadline directive see Sections 1.2, 3 and 5.2.
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2.14 Logical constants
Logical constants carry over from the standard refinement calculus. Note
that, unlike variables, logical constants are not implicit functions of time.
The definition of a logical constant block is given in terms of a predicate
transformer, whose goal may not contain free occurrences of the introduced
name. To account for this, the definition also includes the ability to system-
atically change the name of a logical constant to some fresh name.
Definition 38 (logical constant)Given an environment, ρ, provided u does
not occur free in G or var(ρ),
Mρ (|[ con u : T • C ]|) (G) =̂ (∃ u : T • Mρ (C) (G))
and provided y does not occur free in C,
|[ con u : T • C ]| ρ |[ con y : T • C
[ y
u
]
]|
Law 39 (logical constant) Given an environment, ρ, provided u does not
occur in C or var(ρ), and (∃ u : T • P @ τ),
C ρ |[ con u : T • 
{
P
}
; C ]|
Proof. Assume u does not occur free in G (otherwise change u to a fresh
name).
Mρ
(|[ con u : T •  {P} ; C ]|) (G)
≡ Def. 38 (logical-constant)
(∃ u : T • Mρ
(

{
P
}
; C
)
(G))
≡ Def. 12 (sequential-composition); Def. 10 (assumption)
(∃ u : T • P @ τ ∧Mρ (C) (G))
≡ u does not occur free in C or G or var(ρ), and henceMρ (C) (G)
(∃ u : T • P @ τ) ∧Mρ (C) (G)
≡ from assumption
Mρ (C) (G) unionsq
Law 40 (remove logical constant) Given an environment, ρ, provided u
does not occur in C or var(ρ), and T is non-empty,
|[ con u : T • C ]| ρ C
Proof. This is a special case of Law 39 (logical-constant) with P the predi-
cate true. unionsq
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2.15 Refinement to a sequential composition
The refinement of a specification command to a sequential composition
of specification commands follows the same approach as in the standard
refinement calculus. One must devise an intermediate predicateQ that holds
on termination of the first component, and hence also for the assumption
of the second component. Because we have assumed that there is no time
delay between the execution of the two commands, τ in the effect of the
first component refers to the same time as τ in the assumption of the second
component. We would also like to allow references to τ0 within the effect
of the first component. However, references to τ0 are not allowed within
the assumptions of the second component. To cope with this we use the
approach used by Morgan [18] to handle zero-subscripted variables within
a sequential composition and introduce a logical constant u to stand for the
start time of the first component, and replace all occurrences of τ0 by uwithin
the assumptions of the second component. In the desired overall effect, R,
τ0 refers to the commencement of the whole sequential composition (not
the commencement of the second component). Hence the references to τ0
in the effect of the second component are also replaced by u.
Law 41 (sequential composition) Given an environment, ρ, provided u is
a fresh name,
x:
[
P, R
]
ρ
|[ con u : Time • x: [u = τ ∧ P, Q] ; x: [Q@ (u, τ), R@ (u, τ)] ]|
Q may contain unindexed references to variables. For example, a reference
to v is treated as v(τ). Because τ is the finish time within Q in the first
command as well as being the start time within Q in the second command,
references to v within the two occurrences of Q refer to the value of v at the
same time.
Proof.
x:
[
P, R
]
ρ Law 39 (logical-constant); u fresh
|[ con u : Time •  {u = τ} ; x: [P, R] ]|
We proceed by refining the body of the block.
Mρ
(

{
u = τ
}
; x:
[
P, R
])
 Law 13 (separate-assumption); Def. 4 (specification)
τ :
[
u = τ ∧ P @ τ , R@ (τ0, τ) ∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \x,\τ0 ... τ])
]
 Standard strengthen postcondition
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τ :
[
u = τ ∧ P @ τ , R@ (u, τ) ∧ u ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \x,\u ... τ])]
 Standard sequential composition
τ :
[
u = τ ∧ P @ τ , Q@ (u, τ) ∧ u ≤ τ ∧
stable(ρˆ \x,\u ... τ])
]
◦
τ :
[Q@ (u, τ) ∧ u ≤ τ ∧
stable(ρˆ \x,\u ... τ]) ,
R@ (u, τ) ∧ u ≤ τ ∧
stable(ρˆ \x,\u ... τ])
]
 Standard strengthen postcondition (twice)
τ :
[
u = τ ∧ P @ τ , Q@ (τ0, τ) ∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧
stable(ρˆ \x,\τ0 ... τ])
]
◦
τ :
[Q@ (u, τ) ∧ u ≤ τ ∧
stable(ρˆ \x,\u ... τ]) ,
R@ (u, τ) ∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧
stable(ρˆ \x,\τ0 ... τ])
]
 Def. 4 (specification); standard weaken precondition
Mρ
(
x:
[
u = τ ∧ P, Q]) ◦
τ :
[
Q@ (u, τ) @ τ , R@ (u, τ) @ (τ0, τ) ∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧
stable(ρˆ \x,\τ0 ... τ])
]
 Def. 4 (specification)
Mρ
(
x:
[
u = τ ∧ P, Q]) ◦Mρ (x: [Q@ (u, τ), R@ (u, τ)])
 Def. 12 (sequential-composition)
Mρ
(
x:
[
u = τ ∧ P, Q] ; x: [Q@ (u, τ), R@ (u, τ)]) unionsq
IfQ and R do not involve τ0 or zero-subscripted variables, the above rule
can be simplified.
Law 42 (simple sequential composition) Given an environment, ρ, pro-
vided Q and R do not involve τ0 or zero-subscripted variables,
x:
[
P, R
] ρ x: [P, Q] ; x: [Q, R]
Proof.
x:
[
P, R
]
ρ Law 41 (sequential-composition); Law 6 (weaken-assumption)
|[ con u : Time • x: [P, Q] ; x: [Q@ (u, τ), R@ (u, τ)] ]|
ρ from proviso Q@ (u, τ) = Q@ (τ0, τ) and similarly for R
|[ con u : Time • x: [P, Q] ; x: [Q, R] ]|
ρ Law 40 (remove-logical-constant)
x:
[
P, Q] ; x: [Q, R] unionsq
A timing deadline in the effect of a specification command may be sep-
arated out into a deadline command.
Law 43 (separate deadline)Given an environment, ρ, providedD is a time-
valued expression, which may include references to logical constants but no
references to τ0 or zero-subscripted variables,
x:
[
P, R ∧ τ ≤ D] ρ x: [P, R] ; deadlineD
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Proof.
x:
[
P, R ∧ τ ≤ D]
ρ Law 41 (sequential-composition); Law 6 (weaken-assumption)
|[ con u : Time •
x:
[
P, R
]
; x:
[
R@ (u, τ), (R ∧ τ ≤ D) @ (u, τ)] ]|
ρ as τ0 does not occur in D; Law 9 (remove-from-frame)
|[ con u : Time • x: [P, R] ;  [R@ (u, τ), R@ (u, τ) ∧ τ ≤ D] ]|
ρ Law 7 (strengthen-effect)
|[ con u : Time •
x:
[
P, R
]
; 
[
R@ (u, τ), R@ (u, τ) ∧ τ0 = τ ∧ τ ≤ D
]
]|
ρ Law 7 (strengthen-effect); Law 6 (weaken-assumption)
|[ con u : Time • x: [P, R] ;  [τ0 = τ ∧ τ ≤ D] ]|
ρ Law 40 (remove-logical-constant); Def. 37 (deadline)
x:
[
P, R
]
; deadlineD unionsq
2.16 Prefix and postfix idle commands
In this section we examine the properties required by specification com-
mands in order to be able to prefix (postfix) themwith an idle command. To
prefix a specification by an idle command, the assumption of the specifica-
tion must be idle-invariant, and additionally, the effect of the specification
must be able to tolerate the prefix of the idle command.We refer to an effect
with this property as being pre-idle-invariant.
Definition 44 (pre-idle-invariant)Given an environment, ρ, a predicate R
(which may involve τ0 and zero-subscripted variables) is pre-idle-invariant,
if and only if for any u not occurring in R or var(ρ),
R@ (τ0, τ) ∧ u ≤ τ0 ∧ stable(ρˆ,\u ... τ0]) R@ (u, τ)
Law 45 (pre-idle-invariant property)Given an environment, ρ, if a predi-
cateRhasno references to τ0 andall references to zero-subscripted variables
in R are to program variables, then R is pre-idle-invariant.
Proof. As R does not contain τ0, R @ (u, τ) is R with every occurrence
of a zero-subscripted variable, v0, replaced by v(u), but all such variables
are stable over the interval \u ... τ0], and hence v(u) = v(τ0). Therefore,
R@ (τ0, τ) R@ (u, τ). unionsq
Law 46 (idle before)Given an environment, ρ, provided P is idle-invariant,
and R is pre-idle-invariant, then
x:
[
P, R
] ρ idle; x: [P, R]
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Proof. The refinement from right to left is a straightforward application of
Law 19 (skip-idle) followed by Law 16 (skip-identity). The refinement from
left to right follows.
x:
[
P, R
]
ρ Law 41 (sequential-composition); Law 6 (weaken-assumption)
|[ con u : Time • x: [P, P ∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ,\τ0 ... τ])] ;
x:
[
P @ (u, τ) ∧ u ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ,\u ... τ]), R@ (u, τ)] ]|
ρ Law 9 (remove-from-frame); Law 7 (strengthen-effect); no τ0 in P
|[ con u : Time •

[
P, P
]
; x:
[
P ∧ u ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ,\u ... τ]), R@ (u, τ)] ]|
ρ Law 25 (idle-invariant)
|[ con u : Time •
idle; x:
[
P ∧ u ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ,\u ... τ]), R@ (u, τ)] ]|
ρ Law 7 (strengthen-effect); R pre-idle-invariant
|[ con u : Time • idle; x: [P ∧ u ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ,\u ... τ]), R] ]|
ρ Law 6 (weaken-assumption); Law 40 (remove-logical-constant)
idle; x:
[
P, R
] unionsq
An idle commandmaybepostfixed to a specification commandprovided
the effect of the specification tolerates the idle command.We refer to effects
with this property as being post-idle-invariant.
Definition 47 (post-idle-invariant) Given an environment, ρ, a predicate
R is post-idle-invariant if and only if for any u not occurring in R or var(ρ),
R@ (u, τ) is idle-invariant. That is,
R@ (u, τ0) ∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ,\τ0 ... τ]) R@ (u, τ)
Law 48 (idle after) Given an environment of variables, ρ, provided R is
post-idle-invariant,
x:
[
P, R
] ρ x: [P, R] ; idle
Proof. The refinement from right to left follows from Law 19 (skip-idle)
followedbyLaw16 (skip-identity). The refinement from left to right follows.
x:
[
P, R
]
ρ Law 41 (sequential-composition); Law 6 (weaken-assumption)
|[ con u : Time • x: [P, R] ; x: [R@ (u, τ), R@ (u, τ)] ]|
ρ Law 9 (remove-from-frame)
|[ con u : Time • x: [P, R] ;  [R@ (u, τ), R@ (u, τ)] ]|
ρ Law 25 (idle-invariant); R post-idle-invariant
|[ con u : Time • x: [P, R] ; idle ]|
ρ Law 40 (remove-logical-constant)
x:
[
P, R
]
; idle unionsq
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2.17 Local variables
The definition of a local variable block in the real-time language involves
expanding the set of program variables for the command within the block.
Hence we need to give the definition in terms of the meaning functionM
introduced in Sect. 2.2, instead of using the abbreviated form of definition.
Because allocating and deallocating a local variable may take time, idle
commands are used to represent possible time delays. In the definition of
AddVar below, a fresh variable name, v′, is used in place of the name v
in order to allow the local variable to have the same name as an existing
variable. The renaming is necessary because the local variable block must
ensure the stability of the existing variable. Of course, if v itself is a fresh
name, the renaming is unnecessary.
Definition 49 (local block)Given an environment, ρ, provided that the type
T is nonempty,
|[ var v : T • C ]| ρ idle; AddVarv:T (C); idle
where AddVarv:T is defined as follows: provided v′ is a fresh name (v′ /∈
var(ρ)), and v′ does not occur free in the goal predicate, G,
Mρ (AddVarv:T (C)) (G) =̂ (∀ v′ : Time" T • Mρ′
(
C
[
v′
v
])
(G))
where ρ′ is the environment ρ with its local variables extended by v′, that is,
ρ′ = ρ+l v′ where
+l : Env × Ident" Env
(ρ+l v′ = ρ′)⇔
(ρ′.in = ρ.in ∧ ρ′.out = ρ.out ∧ ρ′.local = ρ.local ∪ {v′})
An alternative approach is not to treat local variables as timed traces, but
as standard refinement calculus local variables.With the alternative approach
one can only use v and v0 to reference the value of local variables, but it
does allow an expand frame law [18].
Law 50 (introduce variable) Given an environment, ρ, and a variable
name, v, provided v does not occur free within P or R or x, T is nonempty,
P is idle-invariant and R is both pre- and post-idle-invariant, then
x:
[
P, R
] ρ |[ var v : T • v,x: [P, R] ]|
Proof. First we introduce the idle commands in Def. 49 (local-block).
x:
[
P, R
]
ρ Law 46 (idle-before); Law 48 (idle-after)
idle; x:
[
P, R
]
; idle
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Next we show that AddVarv:T (v,x:
[
P, R
]
) is equivalent to x:
[
P, R
]
.
Let ρ′ = ρ+l v′ and assume v′ does not occur free in G.
Mρ
(
AddVarv:T (v,x:
[
P, R
])
(G)
≡ Definition of AddVar; v does not occur in P, R and x
(∀ v′ : Time" T • Mρ′
(
v′,x:
[
P, R
])
(G))
≡ Def. 4 (specification)
(∀ v′ : Time" T • P @ τ ∧
(∀ τ • R@ (τ0, τ) ∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable((ρˆ, v′) \ (v′,x),\τ0 ... τ])
⇒ G))
≡ as v′ does not occur in P, R, G or x; v′ is disjoint from ρˆ; T nonempty
P @ τ ∧ (∀ τ • R@ (τ0, τ) ∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \x,\τ0 ... τ])⇒ G)
≡ Def. 4 (specification)
Mρ
(
x:
[
P, R
])
(G) unionsq
Example: Relative delay. A relative delay of length D, where D is an idle-
stable time-valued expression, can be specified by the following command.

[
τ0 + D ≤ τ
]
It canbe implementedbygetting the current timeand thenusing an (absolute)
delay until command to delay until the current time plus D.

[
τ0 + D ≤ τ
]
ρ Law 50 (introduce-variable); τ0 + D ≤ τ pre- and post-idle-invariant
|[ var c : time • c: [τ0 + D ≤ τ] ]|
ρ Law 41 (sequential-composition)
|[ var c : time • |[ con u : Time •
c:
[
u = τ , τ0 ≤ c
]
;  c:
[
u ≤ c, u+ D ≤ τ] ]| ]|
ρ Law 7 (strengthen-effect); Law 9 (remove-from-frame)
|[ var c : time • |[ con u : Time •
c:
[
u = τ , c ∈ \τ0 ... τ]
]
; 
[
u ≤ c, c+ D ≤ τ] ]| ]|
ρ Law 6 (weaken-assumption); Law 40 (remove-logical-constant)
|[ var c : time • c: [c ∈ \τ0 ... τ]] ;  [c+ D ≤ τ] ]|
ρ Def. 35 (gettime); Def. 36 (delay)
|[ var c : time • c : gettime; delay until c+ D ]|
2.18 Outputs
Like local variables, outputs are program variables, but they differ from local
variables in that they are externally visible.
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Definition 51 (output)Given an environment, ρ, provided v /∈ var(ρ), then
for all goal predicates, G, which may include references to v,
Mρ (output v : T • C) (G) =̂ (∀ v : Time" T • Mρ+ov (C) (G))
where
+o : Env × Ident" Env
(ρ+o v = ρ′)⇔
(ρ′.in = ρ.in ∧ ρ′.out = ρ.out ∪ {v} ∧ ρ′.local = ρ.local)
Note that, unlike local variables, it is not possible to change the name of
an output, and that the goal, G, may refer to the output, v. The only other
difference between local variables and output variables is that output vari-
ables are global (not stack-allocated), so we assume that no time is needed
to allocate or deallocate them.
2.19 Inputs
External inputs are not under the control of the program. Hence they are
not considered to be program variables. In addition, external inputs are
externally visible. The onlyway a program can affect the value of an external
input is bymodifying an output, that indirectly controls the value of the input,
via the environment.
Definition 52 (input) Given an environment, ρ, provided v /∈ var(ρ), then
for all goal predicates, G,
Mρ (input v : T • C) (G) =̂ (v ∈ Time" T) ∧Mρ+iv (C) (G)
where
+i : Env × Ident" Env
(ρ+i v = ρ′)⇔
(ρ′.in = ρ.in ∪ {v} ∧ ρ′.out = ρ.out ∧ ρ′.local = ρ.local)
The purpose of declaring inputs is to introduce them as part of the name
space, as well as declare their type. Note that, unlike local variables, it is not
possible to change the name of an input, and that the goal, G, may refer to
the input, v.
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2.20 Alternation
An alternation is defined in terms of a standard alternation. The guards
are required to be idle-stable expressions so that they are stable during their
evaluation. For the definition we use their value at the start time of the whole
alternation. The time taken to evaluate the guards and to exit a branch of the
alternation is accounted for by including idle commands at the beginning
and end of each branch of the alternation. Although the idle commands are
defined to allow an arbitrary delay, deadline commands placed elsewhere
in the program ensure that they cannot take too long.
Definition 53 (alternation) Given an environment, ρ, provided B0, . . . ,Bn
are idle-stable Boolean-valued expressions, then
Mρ


 if B0 → C0
.
.
.
[] Bn → Cn
fi

 =̂
if B0 @ τ →Mρ (idle; C0; idle)
.
.
.
[] Bn @ τ →Mρ (idle; Cn; idle)
fi
Introducing an alternation is similar to the standard refinement calculus
rule.
Law 54 (alternation) Given an environment, ρ, provided P is an idle-
invariant predicate, B0, . . . , Bn are Boolean-valued idle-stable expressions,
and R is a predicate that is both pre- and post-idle-invariant, then
x:
[
P ∧ (B0 ∨ . . . ∨ Bn), R
]
ρ
 if B0 → x:
[
P ∧ B0, R
]
[] . . . [] Bn → x:
[
P ∧ Bn, R
]
fi
Proof. The introduction of the standard alternation relies on the equivalence
of P ∧ (B0 ∨ . . . ∨ Bn) @ τ and (P @ τ) ∧ ((B0 @ τ) ∨ . . . ∨ (Bn @ τ)).
Mρ
(
x:
[
P ∧ (B0 ∨ . . . ∨ Bn), R
])
 Def. 4 (specification)
τ :
[
P ∧ (B0 ∨ . . . ∨ Bn) @ τ , R@ (τ0, τ)∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \x,\τ0 ... τ])
]
 Standard alternation introduction
if B0 @ τ → τ :
[
P ∧ B0 @ τ , R@ (τ0, τ)∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \x,\τ0 ... τ])
]
.
.
.
[] Bn @ τ → τ :
[
P ∧ Bn @ τ , R@ (τ0, τ)∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \x,\τ0 ... τ])
]
fi
 Def. 4 (specification)
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if B0 @ τ →Mρ
(
x:
[
P ∧ B0, R
])
.
.
.
[] Bn @ τ →Mρ
(
x:
[
P ∧ Bn, R
])
fi
 Law 46 (idle-before); Law 48 (idle-after)
if B0 @ τ →Mρ
(
idle; x:
[
P ∧ B0, R
]
; idle
)
.
.
.
[] Bn @ τ →Mρ
(
idle; x:
[
P ∧ Bn, R
]
; idle
)
fi
 Def. 53 (alternation)
Mρ
(
 if B0 → x:
[
P ∧ B0, R
]
[] . . . [] Bn → x:
[
P ∧ Bn, R
]
fi
) unionsq
2.21 Iteration
An iteration is defined in terms of a standard iteration. The guard is restricted
so that it is stable during its evaluation. To account for the delay to evaluate
the guard and iterate or exit the loop, idle commands are introduced. To
allow for loop exit overheads, including the case when the guard is initially
false, an idle is added after the loop.
Definition 55 (iteration) Given an environment, ρ, and a Boolean-valued
idle-stable expression, B, which does not contain references to τ0 or zero-
subscripted variables,
Mρ (doB→ C od)
=̂
doB@ τ →Mρ (idle; C; idle) od ◦Mρ (idle)
A multi-branch iteration may be defined in a similar manner. Introducing
an iteration is similar to the standard refinement calculus rule.
Law 56 (iteration timing) For the introduction of a loop one needs to
supply a Boolean-valued guard expression, B, an invariant, INV, and a
variant expression, V, which evaluates to an element of a well-founded
set with ordering ≺, provided INV and B hold. Given an environment, ρ,
provided B and V are idle-stable expressions, and INV is idle-invariant, and
none of B, V and INV contain references to τ0 or zero-subscripted variables,
and u is a logical constant,
x:
[
INV ∧ u = τ , ¬ B ∧ INV ′]
ρ
doB→ x: [B ∧ INV ′, INV ′ ∧ V ≺ V0] od
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where INV ′ =̂ INV ∧ u ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ\x,\u ... τ]) andV0 is V with every
unindexed reference to a variable, v, replaced by v0, and every occurrence
of τ replaced by τ0.
Proof. As the first step in the proof, we introduce the idle command at the
end of Def. 55 (iteration). The introduction relies on ¬ B ∧ INV ′ being
post-idle-invariant.
x:
[
INV ∧ u = τ , ¬ B ∧ INV ′]
ρ Law 48 (idle-after)
x:
[
INV ∧ u = τ , ¬ B ∧ INV ′] ; idle
We now proceed to refine the first component.
Mρ
(
x:
[
INV ∧ u = τ , ¬ B ∧ INV ′])
 Def. 4 (specification)
τ :
[
INV ∧ u = τ @ τ , ¬ B ∧ INV
′ @ (τ0, τ)
∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \x,\τ0 ... τ])
]
 Definition of INV ′
τ :
[
INV ′ @ τ , ¬ B ∧ INV ′ @ τ]
 Standard iteration with variant V @ τ
doB@ τ → τ : [B ∧ INV ′ @ τ , (INV ′ @ τ) ∧ (V @ τ ≺ V @ τ0)] od
 Definition of INV ′; strengthen with τ0 ≤ τ
doB@ τ →
τ :
[
B ∧ INV ′ @ τ , INV
′ ∧ V ≺ V0 @ (τ0, τ)
∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \x,\τ0 ... τ])
]
od
 Def. 4 (specification)
doB@ τ →Mρ
(
x:
[
B ∧ INV ′, INV ′ ∧ V ≺ V0
])
od
We now concentrate on the body of the loop. The following step relies on
the fact that B ∧ INV ′ is idle-invariant, and that INV ′ ∧ V ≺ V0 is both pre-
and post-idle-invariant.
x:
[
B ∧ INV ′, INV ′ ∧ V ≺ V0
]
ρ Law 46 (idle-before); Law 48 (idle-after)
idle; x:
[
B ∧ INV ′, INV ′ ∧ V ≺ V0
]
; idle
Combining the above together we get the following.
doB@ τ →
Mρ
(
idle; x:
[
B ∧ INV ′, INV ′ ∧ V ≺ V0
]
; idle
)
od ◦Mρ (idle)
 Def. 55 (iteration)
Mρ
(
doB→ x: [B ∧ INV ′, INV ′ ∧ V ≺ V0] od) unionsq
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A simpler rule for iteration does not involve timing aspects.
Law 57 (iteration) For the introduction of a loop one needs to supply a
Boolean-valued guard expression, B, an invariant, INV, and a variant ex-
pressionV,which evaluates to an element of awell-founded setwith ordering
≺, provided INV and B hold. Given an environment, ρ, provided B and V
are idle-stable expressions, and INV is idle-invariant, and none of B, V and
INV contain references to τ0 or zero-subscripted variables,
x:
[
INV , ¬ B ∧ INV]
ρ
doB→ x: [B ∧ INV , INV ∧ V ≺ V0] od
where V0 is V with every unindexed reference to a variable, v, replaced by
v0, and every occurrence of τ replaced by τ0.
Proof. We let INV ′ =̂ INV ∧ u ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \ x,\u ... τ]), where u is
a fresh logical constant, and make use of Law 56 (iteration-timing).
x:
[
INV , ¬ B ∧ INV]
ρ Law 39 (logical-constant); Law 13 (separate-assumption)
|[ con u : Time • x: [u = τ ∧ INV , ¬ B ∧ INV] ]|
ρ Law 7 (strengthen-effect)
|[ con u : Time • x: [u = τ ∧ INV , ¬ B ∧ INV ′] ]|
ρ Law 56 (iteration-timing)
|[ con u : Time • doB→ x: [B ∧ INV ′, INV ′ ∧ V ≺ V0] od ]|
ρ Law 7 (strengthen-effect); Law 6 (weaken-assumption)
|[ con u : Time • doB→ x: [B ∧ INV , INV ∧ V ≺ V0] od ]|
ρ Law 40 (remove-logical-constant)
doB→ x: [B ∧ INV , INV ∧ V ≺ V0] od unionsq
Example: Absolute delay. As an example of a real-time refinement using
a loop we give an implementation of a delay until command in terms of an
iteration involving the gettime command and a primitive delay command,
tick, that delays for at least some fixed time 
 > 0.
tick =̂ρ 
[
τ0 + 
 ≤ τ
]
We begin from the specification of an absolute delay.

[
D ≤ τ]
ρ Law 50 (introduce-variable); Law 7 (strengthen-effect)
|[ var c : time • c: [D ≤ c ≤ τ] ]|
ρ Law 42 (simple-sequential-composition)
|[ var c : time • c: [c ≤ τ] ;  c: [c ≤ τ , D ≤ c ≤ τ] ]|
ρ Law 7 (strengthen-effect); Def. 35 (gettime)
|[ var c : time • c : gettime;  c: [c ≤ τ , D ≤ c ≤ τ] ]|
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The remaining specification command refines to an iteration, with invariant,
c ≤ τ , and variant,
⌊
D−c

⌋
. For this refinement we make use of the fact
that the loop introduction rule only requires the variant to be a member of
the well-founded set (in this case the natural numbers) provided both the
invariant and the loop guard hold.
c:
[
c ≤ τ , D ≤ c ≤ τ]
ρ Law 57 (iteration)
do c < D→ c:
[
c < D ∧ c ≤ τ , c ≤ τ ∧
⌊
D−c

⌋
<
⌊
D−c0

⌋]
od
The body of the loop can be refined as follows.
c:
[
c < D ∧ c ≤ τ , c ≤ τ ∧
⌊
D−c

⌋
<
⌊
D−c0

⌋]
ρ Law 41 (sequential-composition); Law 6 (weaken-assumption)
|[ con u : Time • c: [c < D ∧ c ≤ τ , c0 ≤ τ0 ∧ τ0 + 
 ≤ τ] ;
c:
[
c(u) ≤ u ∧ u+ 
 ≤ τ , c ≤ τ ∧
⌊
D−c

⌋
<
⌊
D−c(u)

⌋]
]|
ρ Law 9 (remove-from-frame); Law 7 (strengthen-effect)
|[ con u : Time •  [c < D ∧ c ≤ τ , τ0 + 
 ≤ τ] ;
c:
[
c(u) ≤ u ∧ u+ 
 ≤ τ , c ∈ \τ0 ... τ]
]
]|
ρ Law 6 (weaken-assumption); Law 40 (remove-logical-constant)

[
τ0 + 
 ≤ τ
]
;  c:
[
c ∈ \τ0 ... τ]
]
ρ Definition of tick; Def. 35 (gettime)
tick; c : gettime
The collected code for the absolute delay follows.
|[ var c : time • c : gettime;
do c < D→ tick; c : gettime od ]|
The refinement of an absolute delay has been given here as a simple, but
interesting, example of a real-time refinement involving a loop. In practice,
the explicit use of the command tick is unnecessary because the time taken
by the loop overhead is bounded below by some constant 
 > 0. One could
allow for such overheads in Def. 55 (iteration) by replacing the first idle
command by a tick, and developing a more complex refinement rule. This
has been done for the development of a loop introduction rule that uses a
fixed deadline to guarantee termination [8].
2.22 Procedures
A procedure call may involve delays due to the overheads of entering and
exiting the procedure.
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Definition 58 (procedure call) Consider a procedure C defined via
C =̂ procedure S
where S is the specification of C. A call on the procedure, callC, is defined
to be equivalent to executing some implementation of the procedure, but
with delays before and after to allow for calling overheads.
idle; S; idle ρ callC
Law 59 (procedure call) Given an environment, ρ, provided P is idle-
invariant, and R is both pre- and post-idle-invariant, then, if a procedure C
is defined via
C =̂ procedure x:
[
P, R
]
then
x:
[
P, R
] ρ callC
Proof.
x:
[
P, R
]
ρ Law 46 (idle-before); Law 48 (idle-after)
idle; x:
[
P, R
]
; idle
ρ Def. 58 (procedure-call)
callC unionsq
Parameters to procedures can be handled in the same way as in the
standard calculus [17] (the timing analysis must account for any additional
overhead).
3 The extended programming language
The extended programming language contains all the commands in thewide-
spectrum language, except for the specification command. In addition, the
extended language has the following restrictions:
– the variables in the frame of an assignment, a read, or a gettime
command should be program variables, not external inputs;
– the variable being read by a read command should be an external input;
– expressions appearing in assignments, guards and delays should be pro-
gramming language expressions, that is, they may only reference pro-
gram variables (outputs and local variables) but may not reference exter-
nal inputs or τ0 or τ or logical constants or zero-subscripted variables;
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– the expression in a deadline command should be a programming lan-
guage expression, except that it may also reference logical constants
(but recall that deadline directives must be removed by a timing analysis
process before the program is finally code);
– the program may contain logical constants, provided the only references
to logical constants are in assumptions and deadline commands.
The deadline command is quite different from the other primitive com-
mands because, if the deadline has already passed when the command is
reached, it is infeasible. In general, such a command cannot be considered
part of the executable subset of the language. However, if one can show that
the deadline command is always guaranteed to be reached before its deadline
passes, then it can be eliminated. In standard refinement calculus terms the
deadline command, deadlineD, is a coercion of the form
[
τ ≤ D] . The
standard refinement calculus rule for removing an assumption-coercion pair
can be applied to a deadline command.{
τ ≤ D} ; [τ ≤ D]  skip
That allows a deadline command to be eliminated, provided the time at
which it is reached is before its deadline, D.
For the purposes of real-time refinementwe retain the deadline command
as a primitive command in our extended programming language. We rely
on a timing analysis being performed on the machine code generated for the
program. If the analysis guarantees that all deadlines will be reached in time,
the deadlines may be elided and the resulting program is executable, but if
the timing analysis fails, the program is rejected. The failure of the analysis
could either be because the program contains unmet deadlines, or because
the analysis is not sophisticated enough to determine that all deadlines are
met. In the latter case the program, although correct, is still rejected because
it has not been shown to met all deadlines. Timing analysis is discussed in
more detail in the example in Sect. 5.2.
In order to specify somedeadlines it is advantageous to allow the deadline
command to refer to logical constants. For example, the following specifies
that the assignment, x := 3, takes at most 10 attoseconds to execute.
|[ con s : Time •  {τ = s} ; x := 3; deadline s+10attoseconds ]| (11)
Logical constants are not code, but they may be removed provided there are
no references to them within the program. In the above example the timing
analysis, if successful, will remove the deadline command and hence one
reference to the logical constant. The other reference to the logical constant
is in the assumption, but assumptions can always be removed. Hence a
successful timing analysis of the above fragment allows all references to
s to be removed, and hence s can be removed. In order to accommodate
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fragments such as that above, we allow the extended language to include
logical constants, provided the only references to logical constants are in
assumptions and deadline commands.
In some cases the timing analysis fails because the code generated for
the target machine takes too long and fails to meet the deadline. In such
cases a faster machine or a better compiler or a combination of both may be
able to meet the deadline. In other cases it may be impossible to generate
code to meet the deadline for any machine. For example, the sequence
delay until d;
deadline d − 1 s
has a timing constraint of minus one second. It is impossible to meet this
deadline on any machine. For our refinement theory we do not need to
distinguish whether deadlines are impossible or not, but we hope that the
vigilant programmer will not generate code with impossible deadlines. Of
course, the analysis process can be applied to detect intrinsically impossible
deadlines before the program is even compiled. That form of analysis can
be applied to partially refined programs at any stage to check for impossible
deadlines. Indeed, analysis of partially refined programs may be used at
any stage to assist the engineer to determine the timing constraints on the
partially refined code, and hence determine whether an implementation is
likely to meet its deadlines. It may highlight the paths with the tightest
constraints, where the most care needs to be taken.
4 Feasibility
The reader may be familiar with the notion of feasibility and Dijkstra’s law
of the excluded miracle from the standard refinement calculus [3]. The def-
inition of feasibility for the standard refinement calculus is not appropriate
for the real-time calculus. In this section we develop a definition of real-
time feasibility and show its relationship to standard feasibility. This section
may be skipped by those readers more interested in the application of the
refinement calculus; the following sections do not rely on it.
An unusual feature of our semantics (Def. 4 (specification)) is that each
command operates by updating only the special time variable τ . All other
program variables are timed traces and are simply constrained by the com-
mand. This means that most of our commands are infeasible in the standard
refinement calculus. For example,
v:
[
τ ≤ 9, τ ≤ 10 ∧ v(τ) = 3]
is equivalent to the standard specification command
τ :
[
τ ≤ 9, τ ≤ 10 ∧ v(τ) = 3∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \ v,\τ0 ... τ])
]
(12)
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which is only feasible if the trace v already has the constant value 3 (at least
up to time 10) in the initial state, because the trace v does not appear in the
frame of the equivalent standard specification command, so the specification
cannot update it. Yet according to our refinement laws, this specification can
be implemented by the assignment v := 3, plus a deadline of one second,
so intuitively the specification should be feasible.
It is quite common in the standard refinement calculus for valid devel-
opments to include some infeasible program fragments [16]. They typically
appear in some context that avoids the infeasible part of their behaviour, so
that thewhole surrounding program remains feasible. However, according to
the standard test (Dijkstra’s Law of the ExcludedMiracle: S(false) = false),
virtually all commands are infeasible with our semantics. The standard test
is inappropriate for our calculus for the following two reasons:
1. We designed the semantics to exclude program output and local traces
from the frame. This means that most of our refinements are done in the
‘magical’ portion of the predicate transformer lattice, but it allows us to
use total traces (avoiding undefinedness issues), and gives amore elegant
semantics than alternative approaches, where each command extends or
overwrites a segment of the traces [23].
2. Our real-time variables are modeled as traces over time, and most pro-
gram fragments constrain only a small segment of the traces, typically
in the range {t : Time | τ0 < t ≤ τ}, which we shall write as Xτ0 ... τ].
We want programs that constrain traces outside this range of times to be
treated as infeasible. We view output traces as being observable (up to
the current time, τ ), from outside the system, so do not want programs to
be able to change history! That is, any program that constrains an output
trace v at time t ≤ τ0 should be infeasible, because it is attempting to fur-
ther constrain an output that may have already been observed. Similarly,
programs that attempt to make time go backwards should be infeasible.
The standard feasibility test is too coarse to make these distinctions that
we want for our real-time calculus. So we now propose a more suitable
feasibility test.
For an environment, ρ, recall that ρˆ stands for the program variables (i.e.,
the outputs and local variables) of ρ. We would like to quantify over (partial)
traces over the variables in ρ and ρˆ. We use ‘∀ ρ : Time" Tρ’ to stand for
quantification over traces of all variables in ρ; Tρ stands for the type of the
variables in ρ. Similarly, ‘∀ ρˆ : Xτ0 ... τ]"Tρˆ’ stands for the quantification
over partial traces from τ0 to τ of all program variables.
We define a test for identifying predicates that depend upon traces of
program variables only up to time τ , not on the future portion of those
traces [23].
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Definition 60 (Future-Independent)Given an environment, ρ, a predicate
Q on the variables of ρ is future independent according to the following
definition.
FutureIndependentρ(Q) =̂
(∀ ρ : Time" Tρ; τ0, τ, τ ′ : Time • τ0 ≤ τ ≤ τ ′ ⇒
(∀ ρˆ′ : Xτ ... τ ′]" Tρˆ • Q⇔ Q
[
ρˆ⊕ρˆ′
ρˆ
]
)))
where ρˆ⊕ ρˆ′ stands for the trace ρˆ overridden by the partial trace ρˆ′ in the
interval for which ρˆ′ is defined, i.e., Xτ ... τ ′].
All of our real-time commands are defined in terms of conjunctive predi-
cate transformerswith frame τ . From relational-decomposition results in the
standard refinement calculus [13] we know that every conjunctive command
C (in an environment ρ) is equivalent to a specification command
τ :
[
assumpρ(C), effectρ(C)
]
where
assumpρ(C) =̂Mρ (C) (true)
effectρ(C) =̂ (¬Mρ (C) (τ != τ ′))
[
τ,τ0
τ ′,τ
]
The assumption of the specification command is just the condition under
which it is guaranteed to terminate. In general, for a predicate transformer,
PT , ¬ PT(¬ R), characterises those states from which PT is not guaranteed
to achieve ¬ R, that is, it characterises those states from which it is possible
for PT to achieve R. The definition of effectρ(C), characterises those states
from which there exists a time τ ′ such that it is possible for C to terminate
with τ equal to τ ′. The renaming is used to convert the predicate in terms
of τ for the start time and τ ′ for the finish time, into a predicate with τ0 for
the start time and τ for the finish time. See [13] for more details.
Hence for a conjunctive command, C,
Mρ (C) (R) ≡ assumpρ(C) ∧ (∀ τ : Time • effectρ(C)⇒ R)
[
τ
τ0
]
For example, in the case of a real-time specification command, v:
[
A, E
]
,
the assumpρ(. . .) and effectρ(. . .) terms can be derived from A and E.
Theorem 1 For any specification command, v: [A, E], in an environment
ρ, we have:
assumpρ(v:
[
A, E
]
) ≡ A@ τ
effectρ(v:
[
A, E
]
) ≡
A@ τ0 ⇒ E @ (τ0, τ) ∧ τ0 ≤ τ ∧ stable(ρˆ \v,\τ0 ... τ])
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Proof. The theorem follows from Def. 4 (specification) plus the definitions
of assumpρ(C) and effectρ(C) above. unionsq
The assumption of a real-time feasible command should depend on the
value of the program variables only up to the start time of the command,
and the effect of a command should depend on the value of the program
variables only up to the completion time of the command. In addition, for a
command to be real-time feasible, for any trace, ρˆ, of program variables that
satisfies the assumption of the command, there must exist a partial trace, ρˆ′
of the program variables over the execution interval of the command, such
that the effect of the command holds for the trace ρˆ updated over the interval
Xτ0 ... τ] with the partial trace ρˆ′, i.e., the effect should hold for ρˆ⊕ ρˆ′.
Definition 61 (RTFeasible) Given an environment ρ, and a conjunctive
command, C,
RTFeasibleρ(C) =̂
FutureIndependentρ(assumpρ(C)) ∧
FutureIndependentρ(effectρ(C)) ∧
(∀ τ0 : Time; ρ : Time" Tρ •
assumpρ(C)
[ τ0
τ
]⇒
(∃ τ : Time; ρˆ′ : Xτ0 ... τ]" Tρˆ • effectρ(C)
[
ρˆ⊕ρˆ′
ρˆ
]
))
Applying RTFeasible to example (12) above (with ρ.in = {}, ρˆ = {v}), we
see that the assumption and effect are both future-independent, so we get:
RTFeasibleρ(v:
[
τ ≤ 9, τ ≤ 10 ∧ v(τ) = 3])
≡ (∀ τ0 : Time; v : Time" • τ0 ≤ 9⇒
(∃ τ : Time; v′ : Xτ0 ... τ]" •
(τ ≤ 10 ∧ v(τ) = 3 ∧ τ0 ≤ τ)
[
v⊕v′
v
]
))
≡ true
It is interesting to look at how RTFeasible judges other simple specifica-
tions. Assume that the environment ρ has a single input variable e and two
output variables, x and y, and that the predicate E is future independent.
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1. RTFeasibleρ(x:
[false, E]) = true
2. RTFeasibleρ(x:
[
true, true
]
) = true
3. RTFeasibleρ(x:
[
true, false]) = false
4. RTFeasibleρ(x:
[
true, τ = τ0 − 1
]
) = false
5. RTFeasibleρ(x:
[
true, τ < 9
]
) = false
6. RTFeasibleρ(x:
[
τ < 8, τ < 9
]
) = true
7. RTFeasibleρ(x:
[
true, y(τ) = 2
]
) = false
8. RTFeasibleρ(x:
[
true, x(τ) = 2
]
) = true (∗)
9. RTFeasibleρ(x:
[
true, x(τ) = y(τ)
]
) = true (∗)
10. RTFeasibleρ(x:
[
τ < 8, τ < 9 ∧ x(τ) = e(10)]) = true (∗)
11. RTFeasibleρ(x:
[
τ < 8, τ ≤ 9 ∧ x(τ) = e(9)]) = true (∗)
12. RTFeasibleρ(
[
true, τ0 = τ ≤ 9
]
= false
The starred lines show where RTFeasible differs from standard feasibil-
ity. Note that in all the examples, y is not in the frame, so is required to be
stable during \τ0 ... τ]. Specifications 8, 9 and 10 are feasible because x
is in the frame, so the ∃ in the definition of RTFeasible allows the x trace
to be updated during times Xτ0 ... τ]. Specification 8 could be refined to
x := 2 and 9 could be refined to x := y (no deadlines are required, since the
specifications do not give any upper bound for the finish time, τ ).
It is interesting to note that specification 10 passes the feasibility test
even though it refers to the input e at time 10, which is in the future, since it
terminates with τ < 9. This illustrates that our feasibility test allows some
non-causal specifications (where informationmay need to flowbackwards in
time) to be treated as feasible, even though it may not be possible to generate
code for such specifications. In our experience, specifications often refer to
future input values to express assumptions about how those inputs change
over time, and there is no simple test that distinguishes such innocuous future
references from those that imply non-causal behaviour.
Although example 11 passes the feasibility test, in practice it cannot be
refined to our target language. One reason for this is that our target language
does not provide any command for reading an input value at an exact time
(only sometime between τ0 and τ ) – such a command would be impossible
to implement without knowing more about how the value of e varies over
time. Even if there were such a command, specification 11 requires the read
of e to be done at time τ , which would leave no time to store the value into
x (this problem would be detected when the code is submitted to the timing
analysis phase of our methodology).
This again illustrates that our feasibility test provides only an approxi-
mation to practical feasibility. Any program that is rejected by our feasibility
test is definitely not implementable. However, some programs that pass the
feasibility test may still not be implementable, because the specification
language can express relationships and properties (like references to future
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input values, or other non-causal effects) that are not expressible in the target
programming language or because timing requirements are too tight. This
is as expected, we want specification languages to be more expressive than
implementation languages and the analysis of code timings is deferred to a
later stage. The ultimate assurance of feasibility comes only when a specifi-
cation has been refined to code and all the timing requirements of that code
have been checked.
In the final example, 12, the command is equivalent to deadline 9.
As expected, this fails the real-time feasibility test, but that does not mean
that programs that contain deadline commands are infeasible. The extended
programming language allows deadline commands, but in order to get to
code in the target programming language, all deadlines must be removed by
a timing analysis phase that shows that the generated code will reach each
deadline command before its stated deadline.
The next theorem relates RTFeasibleρ(C) to the standard feasibility of
an entire process. Any top-level process can be written as a conjunctive
command, C, within a block that declares the inputs and outputs for the
process: |[ input x : S; output v : T • C ]|. If the body of a process
satisfies RTFeasible, then the whole process is feasible in the traditional
sense. Intuitively, this result validates our definition of RTFeasible.
Theorem 2 (Process-Feasibility)Given a conjunctive command, C, if C is
real-time feasible then the top-level process containing just C, with all the
inputs and outputs in C’s environment explicitly declared within the process,
is (standard) feasible.
RTFeasibleρ(C)
Mφ (|[ input x : S; output v : T • C ]|) (false) = false
where φ is the empty environment, and ρ = φ+i x +o v.
Proof. Assume RTFeasibleρ(C).
Mφ (|[ input x : S; output v : T • C ]|) (false)
≡ Def. 52 (input); Def. 51 (output)
x ∈ Time" S ∧ (∀ v : Time" T • Mρ (C) (false))
 drop first conjunct
(∀ v : Time" T • Mρ (C) (false))
≡ Since C is conjunctive
(∀ v : Time" T • assumpρ(C) ∧ (∀ τ : Time • ¬ effectρ(C))
[
τ
τ0
]
)
≡ distributing ∀ over ∧
(∀ v : Time" T • assumpρ(C)) ∧
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(∀ v : Time" T • (∀ τ : Time • ¬ effectρ(C))
[
τ
τ0
]
 Rewriting assumpρ(C) using definition of RTFeasibleρ(C)
(∀ v : Time" T •
(∃ τ : Time; v′ : Xτ0 ... τ]" T • effectρ(C)
[
v⊕v′
v
]
)
[
τ
τ0
]
) ∧
(∀ v : Time" T • (∀ τ : Time • ¬ effectρ(C))
[
τ
τ0
]
)
 Using last conjunct (with v being v ⊕ v′) to rewrite effectρ(C)
[
v⊕v′
v
]
.
(∀ v : Time" T • (∃ τ : Time; v′ : Xτ0 ... τ]" T • false))
 false unionsq
In conclusion, the definition of RTFeasible provides a useful check that
can be applied to detectmost infeasible specifications, even though it ismore
complex than the standard feasibility test. Fortunately, it is not essential to
check real-time feasibility when developing a program by refinement. If
the refinement process ends with code, then because code, with the notable
exception of the deadline command, is real-time feasible, there is no need to
check feasibility except for the deadline commands. Feasibility of deadline
commands comes down to ensuring that the deadline command is reached
at a time before its deadline. To check this we need to check the actual
execution time of the code leading up to the deadline via a timing analysis
process. The role of the deadline command is discussed in more detail in
Sections 3 and 5.2.
5 An example specification and refinement
In this section we illustrate the use of sequential real-time refinement on the
simple example of a message receiver.
5.1 Specification of a message receiver
The environment. Before giving the specification of the operation to be
performed, we need to set up the environment of the receiver. The receiver
takes input from an input buffer register, in, that is assumed to hold the
characters of the message over time. The message is to be assembled and
placed in the local variable msg, which is a sequence of characters with
indices starting from one.
input in : char; varmsg : seqchar
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Each character of the message is available in the input buffer for only 80
microseconds and the characters appear in the input buffer at intervals of
100 microseconds.
const chsep = 100µ s; chdef = 80µ s
The receiver begins execution at time start, which corresponds to the time at
which a start-of-text character was identified in the input stream. The char-
acters of the message follow the start-of-text character at regular intervals
of duration chsep.
con start : Time
The ith character of the message is therefore available in the input buffer
during the interval from start + chsep ∗ i until start + chsep ∗ i + chdef .
let interval =̂
(λ i : nat • \start + chsep ∗ i ... start + chsep ∗ i + chdef]) (13)
The let construct introduces a syntactic abbreviation.
Wewould like to state that the input buffer is stable over every interval up
to the first interval that contains an end-of-text (ETX) character. However, in
general there may be more than one character in the input buffer during an
interval. Hence we first introduce the relation chin, that relates each index,
i, to every character in the input buffer during the ith interval. (Later we will
see that chin is a function up to the first end-of-text character.)
let chin =̂ {i : nat; ch : char | ch ∈ ininterval(i) • i #→ ch} (14)
The receiver assumes that an end-of-text (ETX) character appears in the
input stream.

{∃ i : nat • i != 0 ∧ ETX ∈ ininterval(i)} (15)
This assumption does not depend on τ . We state it once as an assumption,
rather than including it explicitly in the assumption of the specification (i) be-
low and numerous specification commands within the refinement. Because
the assumption is frame-invariant, it can be distributed through the refine-
ment using Law 26 (frame-invariant-assumption), but we do not bother to
show these steps explicitly.
The message to be received consists of all the characters in the input
stream up until the first end-of-text character. We introduce mx to stand for
that position.
let mx =̂ min{i : nat | i != 0 ∧ ETX ∈ ininterval(i)} (16)
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The receiver also assumes that the input buffer is stable (with the appropriate
character of themessage) for each character time up until the first end-of-text
character.

{∀ i : 1 . . mx • stable(in, interval(i))} (17)
From the above properties we can deduce that the stream of input characters
up to the first end-of-text character is uniquely defined, that is, the relation
chin, with its domain restricted to indices in the range 1 through to mx,
inclusive, relates each such index to a single character, and hence it is a
sequence of characters.
((1 . . mx) chin) ∈ seqchar (18)
The binary operator ‘’ takes a set and a relation and returns the relation
with its domain restricted to the elements in the set.
The specification. Given the above environment, the receiver should extract
the characters from the input stream up to, but not including, the first end-
of-text character, and place them in the variable msg. The receiver process
is assumed to start at time start, and is required to complete within one
character time of the first end-of-text character.
msg:
[
start = τ , msg = (1 . . mx − 1) chin ∧
τ ≤ start + chsep ∗ (mx + 1)
]
(i)
5.2 Final program and timing analysis
In order to give the reader an idea of the way in which the delay and deadline
commands are used in practice, we present the final code for the receiver
(Fig. 1) before detailing the refinement of the receiver specification. The
receiver program determines an (upper bound) approximation to the start
time in the variable st, and then proceeds to read all the characters of the
message until an end-of-text character is found. The program in Fig. 1 is not
the most efficient implementation of the specification. Its form was chosen
to make the relationship between the original specification and the refined
program as simple as possible.
The final program includes deadline commands. These cannot be com-
piled to machine code, and an analysis of the program is required to de-
termine whether the deadlines are met. The analysis is performed in two
phases. Firstly, paths of the program that end at a deadline command are
analysed to determine the timing constraint on each path. In the second
phase the machine code generated for each program path is analysed to de-
termine whether or not it meets the constraint on the path. In this section we
concentrate on the first phase of determining the paths and their associated
timing constraints.
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A :: 
{
start = τ
}
;
|[ var st : time •
B :: st : gettime;
C :: 
{
start ≤ st} ;
|[ var n : nat; ch : char •
let INV =̂
(
msg = (1 . . n− 1) chin ∧
1 ≤ n ≤ mx ∧ start ≤ st ∧ ch = chin(n)
)
•
n,msg := 1, 〈〉;
D :: delay until st + chsep ∗ n;
ch : read(in);
E :: deadline start + chsep ∗ n+ chdef ;
do ch 
= ETX →
n,msg := n+ 1,msg  〈ch〉;
F :: delay until st + chsep ∗ n;
ch : read(in);
G :: deadline start + chsep ∗ n+ chdef
od ;

{
n = mx
}
]|
]|;
H :: deadline start + chsep ∗ (mx + 1)
Fig. 1 The receiver program (without procedure readchar)
Determining timing path constraints. To make life simpler in the analysis,
we require that delay commands are reached before their specified delay
times. That allows delays to be used as the starting point of paths. This is a
stricter requirement than necessary and, although it simplifies the analysis,
it may lead to a valid program failing the analysis.
The first path we consider is the path from A to D in Fig. 1. It consists
of the allocation of the local variable st, reading the current time into st,
allocating n and ch, and assigning initial values to n and msg. The starting
time of the path is start, and the path should finish before st+chsep∗n, if the
delay is to be reached before its specified delay time. In the path n is assigned
the value 1. Hence the deadline is actually st+ chsep. The time available to
execute the path is the difference between the starting and finishing times:
st + chsep− start. This expression contains the variable st, which contains
the retrieved clock time. The minimum, and hence most pessimistic, value
for the path time is when st is minimal. The smallest feasible value of st
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is start plus the minimum execution time for the path A–B. Hence we can
express the time constraint for the path A–D as
start + min(A–B) + chsep− start = min(A–B) + chsep
Aside: A better bound on the minimum value of st can be determined at
the level of machine code, where the internals of the implementation of
gettime are available. We do not consider such refinements of the path
analysis techniques in this paper.
Having determined the constraint on path A–D in order to ensure that
D is reached before its delay time, we may assume D is reached before its
delay time for the analysis of the remainder of the program. The next path
we consider is from D to E. It includes the lateness of the delay command
(D), and the read command. Execution must reach E before start + chsep ∗
n+ chdef . Hence the time constraint for this path is
start + chsep ∗ n+ chdef − (st + chsep ∗ n) = start + chdef − st
Again this contains the variable st, but this time the constraint is minimal
when st is maximal. An upper bound on the value of st is start plus the
maximum execution time of the path A–C. Hence the time constraint on the
path D–E is
start + chdef − (start + max(A–C)) = chdef − max(A–C)
For our analysis we require the delay command at F to be reached before
its delay time. Hence we consider the path from D to F, which consists of
the lateness of the delay at D, the read command, evaluating the loop guard
(to true), and updating the values of n andmsg. The starting time for the path
is st+ chsep ∗ n. The finishing time is also st+ chsep ∗ n, but along the path
n has been incremented. To allow for the increment we express the finishing
time in terms of the values of the variables at the start of the path; that gives
the finishing time as st + chsep ∗ (n+ 1). Hence the time constraint on the
path is
st + chsep ∗ (n+ 1)− (st + chsep ∗ n) = chsep
The path from F to G has the same time constraint as the path D–E.
The next path we consider is from the delay at F, through the remainder
of the body of the loop, looping back to the start of the loop, and then back
down to F. Its starting and finishing times are both st+ chsep ∗ n, but along
the path n has been incremented. Hence the timing constraint for this path
is the same as for path D–F.
The next pathwe consider begins atF, executes the remainder of the body
of the loop, loopsback to the start of the loop andevaluates theguard (to false)
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and exits the loop; it then exits the two local variable blocks, deallocating
the associated variables, before reaching H. The path has a starting time of
st + chsep ∗ n and a finishing time of start + chsep ∗ (mx + 1). That gives
a constraint of start + chsep ∗ (mx + 1) − (st + chsep ∗ n). On exit from
the loop we know that n = mx from the assumption just after the loop.
That assumption was generated as part of the refinement (Sect. 5.3) in order
to allow the timing analysis access to that information. The assumption,
n = mx, allows the constraint to be simplified to
start + chsep ∗ (n+ 1)− (st + chsep ∗ n) = start + chsep− st
As with the path D–E, this is minimal when st is maximal. This gives the
time constraint
start + chsep− (start + max(A–C)) = chsep− max(A–C)
The final path we need to consider is from D to H. It corresponds to the
case when the loop guard is false on its first evaluation, and the body of the
loop is never entered. The constraint on the path is
start + chsep ∗ (mx + 1)− (st + chsep ∗ n)
This is the same constraint as for the path F–H.
Timing analysis of machine code paths. Having determined constraints on
every timing path in the program, the final phase is to analyse the machine
code generated by the compiler for each path to determine whether it meets
its time constraint. In order to perform the analysis, the timing points in the
high-level language program need to be mapped by the compiler to points
in the generated machine code. In addition, any optimisations performed by
the compiler need to take into account the position of timing points; code
involving accesses or updates to external inputs or outputsmay not bemoved
across a timing point. These issues are discussed in more detail in [10], and
timing analysis of machine code sequences is discussed in [11].
Timing path constraints and refinement. Note that determining the timing
constraints on paths is, in general, a non-trivial process. Finding all the
deadline directives and extracting their deadline times is straightforward,
but determining a suitable corresponding starting point for the path requires
some intelligence. In addition, simplifying the timing constraint on a path
may require the use of non-trivial properties of the program.These properties
need to be passed from the refinement process to the timing analysis process
via assumptions in the program code. For example, in the receiver program
the property thatn = mx on termination of the loop is required to simplify the
timing constraints on paths exiting the loop. The assumptions on a path give
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a collection of constraints that can be used to simplify its timing constraint.
Timing constraint determination can be automated provided the programs
being analysed are of a sufficiently simple form. See [5] for a more detailed
discussion of timing constraint analysis and [4] for preliminary work on
automation of constraint determination.
The integration of refinement and timing analysis into the one devel-
opment process makes it possible to use higher-level program properties to
assist in the timing analysis, and hence simplify constraints that could not be
resolved using just the program code. That may require modification of the
refinement of a program in order to include assumptions that enable timing
path constraints to be simplified.
In the receiver example all the timing constraints can be simplified to
constant values. This is because we have taken care to generate a program
with sensible timing constraints. The refinement process does not preclude
the generation of non-constant timing constraints, such as data dependent
time constraints. However, it is possible for a refinement to generate time
constraints that are so complex that an automated timing analysis process
cannot resolve them. In such cases, the timing analysis process should fail,
and identify the reason for failure.
In the receiver program, the analysis of timing constraints has been sim-
plifiedby the fact that there is a timingpoint inside the loop,which effectively
cuts the cycle in the loop. Without a cut point in a loop, the whole of the
loop becomes part of a path. One would not expect the timing constraint on
a path containing a loop to be constant. Instead it would be an expression
involving a variable that corresponds to the number of times the loop is
executed. In such a case, determining the timing constraint expression is no
different to a path that does not involve a loop, but the analysis of the time
taken by the machine code for the loop also needs to take into account the
number of times the loop is executed.
5.3 Refinement
In the refinement we do not generate exactly the code given in Fig. 1, instead
we introduce a procedure, readchar,which corresponds to the task of reading
a single character. The code including the procedure is given in Fig. 2. We
return to timing path analysis with procedures in Sect. 5.5.
For the refinement we assume the environment described in Sect. 5.1.
The refinement begins from the specification (i) from Sect. 5.1, which we
repeat here.
msg:
[
start = τ , msg = (1 . . mx − 1) chin ∧
τ ≤ start + chsep ∗ (mx + 1)
]
(i)
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readchar =̂ procedure  ch:
[
start ≤ st, ch = chin(n)
]
ρ |[ I :: delay until st + chsep ∗ n;
ch : read(in);
J :: deadline start + chsep ∗ n+ chdef
]|
K :: 
{
start = τ
}
;
|[ var st : time •
L :: st : gettime;
M :: 
{
start ≤ st} ;
|[ var n : nat; ch : char •
let INV =̂
(
msg = (1 . . n− 1) chin ∧
1 ≤ n ≤ mx ∧ start ≤ st ∧ ch = chin(n)
)
•
n,msg := 1, 〈〉;
N :: call readchar;
do ch 
= ETX →
n,msg := n+ 1,msg  〈ch〉;
O :: call readchar
od ;

{
n = mx
}
]|
]|;
P :: deadline start + chsep ∗ (mx + 1)
Fig. 2 Message receiver program with procedure
Separate out the finishing deadline. The second conjunct of the effect of
the specification is clearly a time deadline. This can be separated out.
(i)
ρ Law 43 (separate-deadline)
msg:
[
start = τ , msg = (1 . . mx − 1) chin] ; (ii)
deadline start + chsep ∗ (mx + 1)
At this stage of the refinement, one can perform a trivial timing analysis of
the partially refined program. It gives a timing constraint of chsep∗(mx+1)
for the whole receiver process. As this is linear in the number of characters
to be read, it does not raise any alarms.
Capture the starting time. The starting time of the program is given by the
logical constant start. Although deadline directives maymake use of logical
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constants, other commands in thefinal programcode, such as delays,maynot
reference logical constants. The next few refinement steps are done with the
foresight that the variable st is required as an (upper bound) approximation
to the value of start. (The obvious initial refinement is to use start instead
of st, but then to get code one needs to then eliminate all references to
start.) The application of Law 50 (introduce-variable) relies on the fact
that the predicate, start ≤ τ , is idle-invariant, and the predicate, msg =
(1 . . mx − 1) chin, is both pre- and post-idle-invariant.
(ii)
ρ Law 13 (separate-assumption); Law 6 (weaken-assumption)

{
start = τ
}
;  msg:
[
start ≤ τ , msg = (1 . . mx − 1) chin]
ρ Law 50 (introduce-variable) for st

{
start = τ
}
;
|[ var st : time •
st,msg:
[
start ≤ τ , msg = (1 . . mx − 1) chin] (iii)
]|
We separate out the capture of the start time via a sequential composition.
(iii)
ρ Law 42 (simple-sequential-composition)
st,msg:
[
start ≤ τ , start ≤ st] ; (iv)
st,msg:
[
start ≤ st, msg = (1 . . mx − 1) chin] (v)
Reading the current time gives an upper bound on the start time.
(iv)
ρ Law 9 (remove-from-frame) on msg; Law 7 (strengthen-effect)
st:
[
start ≤ τ , st ∈ \τ0 ... τ]
]
ρ Law 6 (weaken-assumption); Def. 35 (gettime)
st : gettime
Set up for loop. To read in the characters of the message, a loop that se-
quences through the characters is required. Local variables ch and n are
introduced to keep track of the current character and index in the message.
The following makes use of the fact that the predicate, start ≤ τ , is idle-
invariant, and the predicate, msg = (1 . . mx − 1)  chin, is both pre- and
post-idle-invariant, for the application of Law 50 (introduce-variable).
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(v)
ρ Law 9 (remove-from-frame) on st; Law 50 (introduce-variable)
|[ var ch : char; n : nat •
ch, n,msg:
[
start ≤ st, msg = (1 . . mx − 1) chin] (vi)
]|
The loop invariant indicates that the characters up to position n − 1 have
been placed in the message and that ch is the next (nth) character in the input
stream. In addition, n remains within the range 1 to mx, and st is an (upper
bound) approximation to start. A sequential composition corresponding to
the loop initialisation and the loop itself is introduced.
(vi)
ρ Law 7 (strengthen-effect)
let INV =̂
(
msg = (1 . . n− 1) chin ∧
1 ≤ n ≤ mx ∧ start ≤ st ∧ ch = chin(n)
)
•
ch, n,msg:
[
start ≤ st, INV ∧ n = mx]
ρ Law 42 (simple-sequential-composition)
ch, n,msg:
[
start ≤ st, INV] ; (vii)
ch, n,msg:
[
INV , INV ∧ n = mx] (viii)
Initialisation. The initialisation for the loop is performed via a sequential
composition, which first establishes the first three conjuncts of INV , and
then establishes the last conjunct.
(vii)
ρ Law 42 (simple-sequential-composition)
ch, n,msg:
[
start ≤ st, msg = (1 . . n− 1) chin ∧1 ≤ n ≤ mx ∧ start ≤ st
]
; (ix)
ch, n,msg:
[
msg = (1 . . n− 1) chin ∧
1 ≤ n ≤ mx ∧ start ≤ st , INV
]
(x)
The initialisation of n and msg establishes all but one requirement of the
loop invariant.
(ix)
ρ Law 9 (remove-from-frame) on ch; Law 33 (assignment)
n,msg := 1, 〈〉
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Read one character. The final requirement of the loop invariant is to read
the first character into ch.
(x)
ρ Law 9 (remove-from-frame) on n and msg
ch:

msg = (1 . . n− 1) chin ∧
1 ≤ n ≤ mx ∧ start ≤ st ,
msg = (1 . . n− 1) chin ∧
1 ≤ n ≤ mx ∧ start ≤ st ∧
ch = chin(n)


ρ Law 24 (frame-invariant); Law 6 (weaken-assumption)
ch:
[
start ≤ st, ch = chin(n)] (xi)
At this point rather than perform the refinement of the above specification
command, we introduce a procedure corresponding to the command. The
introduction of this procedure is donewith the foresight that we need it again
later in the refinement.
readchar =̂ procedure  ch:
[
start ≤ st, ch = chin(n)] (xii)
Now the specification command can be implemented by a call on the pro-
cedure. The introduction of the call makes use of the fact that the predicate,
start ≤ st, is idle-invariant, and the predicate, ch = chin(n), is both pre-
and post-idle-invariant.
(xi)
ρ Law 59 (procedure-call)
call readchar
Loop guard. The obvious termination condition for a loop refining (viii)
is n = mx. However, mx is an abbreviation which, if expanded, contains a
reference to the external input in. That is not permitted in a guard. However,
mx corresponds to the position of the first end-of-text character in the input
stream. From the loop invariant n is less than or equal to mx. Hence, from
(16),n = mx if andonly if chin(n) = ETX.However, from the invariant ch =
chin(n). Hence n = mx if and only if ch = ETX. Because the assumption

{
n = mx
}
is required for the timing analysis performed in Sect. 5.2, it is
separated out before being replaced by ch = ETX in the effect.
(viii)
ρ Law 14 (establish-assumption); Law 7 (strengthen-effect)
ch, n,msg:
[
INV , INV ∧ ch = ETX] ; (xiii)

{
n = mx
}
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Introduce loop. The variant expression for the loop is mx− n. Because the
loop invariant bounds n bymx, this expression is always a natural number (a
well-founded set). The introduction of the loopmakes use of the fact that the
predicate INV is idle-invariant, and the expressions ch != ETX and mx − n
are idle-stable.
(xiii)
ρ Law 57 (iteration)
do ch != ETX →
ch, n,msg:
[
ch != ETX ∧ INV , INV ∧ mx − n < mx − n0
] (xiv)
od
Loop body. The body of the loop must make progress by increasing n. It
must also maintain the loop invariant. We introduce a sequential compo-
sition, in which the first component establishes all the required conditions
except ch = chin(n). The latter is re-established by the second component.
(xiv)
ρ Law 41 (sequential-composition)
|[ con u : Time •

ch, n,
msg:

u = τ ∧ch != ETX ∧
INV
,
msg = (1 . . n− 1) chin ∧
1 ≤ n ≤ mx ∧ start ≤ st ∧
mx − n < mx − n0

 ; (xv)

ch, n,
msg:

msg = (1 . . n− 1) chin ∧1 ≤ n ≤ mx ∧ start ≤ st ∧
mx − n < mx − n(u)
,
INV ∧
mx − n < mx − n(u)

 (xvi)
]|
In the application of Law 41 (sequential-composition), the logical constant
u is introduced to represent the start time of the sequential composition.
Hence in the effect of the first component n0 = n(τ0) = n(u), and in the
second component n(u) is used throughout to refer to the value of n at the
commencement of the whole composition.
The next character of the message is already in ch; this can be appended
to the message. When that action is combined with incrementing n, the
first two conjuncts of the effect, as well as the decrease of the variant are
established. Because st is not modified, the conjunct start ≤ st is invariant.
(xv)
ρ Law 9 (remove-from-frame) on ch; Law 33 (assignment)
n,msg := n+ 1,msg  〈ch〉
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The remaining conjunct of the invariant that needs to be re-established is
ch = chin(n).
(xvi)
ρ Law 9 (remove-from-frame) on n and msg
ch:


msg = (1 . . n− 1) chin ∧
1 ≤ n ≤ mx ∧ start ≤ st ∧
mx − n < mx − n(u)
,
msg = (1 . . n− 1) chin ∧
1 ≤ n ≤ mx ∧ start ≤ st ∧
mx − n < mx − n(u) ∧
ch = chin(n)


ρ Law 24 (frame-invariant); Law 6 (weaken-assumption)
ch:
[
start ≤ st, ch = chin(n)]
ρ Law 59 (procedure-call)
call readchar
That completes the refinement of the receiver, except for the refinement
of the procedure readchar.
5.4 The procedure to read a single character
We start from the specification of the procedure readchar, which we repeat
here.
readchar =̂ procedure  ch:
[
start ≤ st, ch = chin(n)] (xii)
A delay is required until the start of the time interval corresponding to the
nth character. From definitions (13) and (14) in Sect. 5.1, the start of the nth
character is start + chsep ∗ n.
(xii)
ρ Law 42 (simple-sequential-composition)
ch:
[
start ≤ st, start + chsep ∗ n ≤ τ] ; (xvii)
ch:
[
start + chsep ∗ n ≤ τ , ch = chin(n)] (xviii)
In order that the delay is code, it must not reference logical constants. Hence
the (upper bound) approximation, st, to start is used.
(xvii)
ρ Law 9 (remove-from-frame); Law 7 (strengthen-effect)

[
start ≤ st, st + chsep ∗ n ≤ τ]
ρ Law 6 (weaken-assumption); Def. 36 (delay)
delay until st + chsep ∗ n
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The character must be read before the end of the interval corresponding to
the nth character, which from (13) is start + chsep ∗ n+ chdef .
(xviii)
ρ Law 7 (strengthen-effect)
ch:
[
start + chsep ∗ n ≤ τ , ch ∈ in\τ0 ... τ] ∧
τ ≤ start + chsep ∗ n+ chdef
]
ρ Law 6 (weaken-assumption); Law 43 (separate-deadline)
ch:
[
ch ∈ in\τ0 ... τ]
]
; (xix)
deadline start + chsep ∗ n+ chdef
The external input in can only be accessed via the read command.
(xix)
ρ Def. 34 (read)
ch : read(in)
The final program is collected in Fig. 2. We note that the program still
includes references to the logical constant start, but because start is only
referenced in assumptions and deadline directives, we have a valid program
in our extended programming language.
5.5 Timing analysis with procedure calls
The timing analysis of the program containing the procedure readchar is
similar to that for the program without the procedure. We illustrate the
difference by examining a few corresponding paths. We use the notation N:I
to refer to position I in the procedure called from position N in the program.
The path A–D in Fig. 1 corresponds to the path K–N:I in Fig. 2. The latter
path consists of the allocation of the variable st, the command to get the
current time, allocation of n and ch, initialisation of n and msg, and the call
entry overhead of procedure readchar at N. Both paths have the same time
constraint.
The path I–J in the versionwith procedures corresponds to both the paths
D–E andF–G. These paths all contain the same code and have the same time
constraint. The path D–F in the version without procedures corresponds to
the path N:I–O:I in the version with procedures. That is the path starting
from I that reads a character, exits the call on procedure readchar at N, eval-
uates the loop guard (to true), updates n and msg, and enters the procedure
readchar for a second time at O. The timing constraint on this path is the
same as for D–F. The remaining paths in the version with procedures are
analysed in a similar fashion. The only differences are the overheads for
entering and exiting the procedure.
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6 Conclusions
The main advantage of the sequential real-time refinement calculus pre-
sented here is that, to developers, it appears to be a straightforward extension
of the standard refinement calculus. Although it has a different underlying
semantics, most of the standard refinement laws carry over, and the real-
time extended programming language is a superset of the standard target
language.
Our conventions of using x and x0 as abbreviations for x(τ) and x(τ0)
are intended to make refinements of functional components (i.e., not in-
volving time) as close to Morgan’s calculus [18] as possible. In practice,
a development in the real-time calculus is similar to standard refinement
calculus development, but with the addition of steps to separate out tim-
ing constraints and refine them into real-time language constructs. It is the
ability to partition refinements into components dealing with time and those
dealing with functional requirements that allows conventional refinement of
the functional requirements [6].
The specifications provided by our approach are quite general. Not only
do they allow time limits to be specified, but they also allow the detailed
specification of the behaviour of outputs over time, as well as assumptions
about the behaviour of inputs over time.
Real-time specifications may contain timing deadlines, both explicitly
and implicitly. To be able to refine such specifications to code in a real-
time programming language, it too must include mechanisms for specifying
deadlines in the code. The approach we have taken is to extend a real-time
programming language with the deadline directive. This extension provides
amachine-independent sequential real-time programming language. An ad-
vantage of our approach is that deadlines are associated with paths through
the code. This is more flexible and realistic than over specifying deadlines
by requiring each language construct to have a maximum execution time.
Of course to compile a program in our extended programming language,
we must ensure that the compiled code meets all timing deadlines. This
requires a sophisticated timing analysis procedure. Hence our seemingly
simple extension of adding a deadline directive leads to a more complex
‘compilation’ process. However, such analysis is essential to any approach
to ensuring deadlines aremet by themachine code of a hard real-time system.
In general, the analysis may need to make use of quite general properties
of a program. For example, in the analysis of the exit path from the loop in the
receiver example, the assumption, n = mx, generated during the refinement,
was essential to be able to simplify the timing constraint on the exit path. The
combinationof refinement and timing analysiswithin one framework, allows
such properties to be passed from the refinement to the timing analysis as
assumptions in the code. Even so, resolving timing constraints is non-trivial.
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Details of techniques for extracting timing path constraints are given in [5].
Analysing machine code to determine worst-case execution time bounds is
dealt with by [11].
In this paper we have developed a refinement calculus for a real-time
extension of Dijkstra’s language. Interestingly, the techniques are able to
cope with the nondeterministic constructs in the language. We believe that
the techniques may be applied to develop a real-time refinement calculus for
other sequential, real-time programming languages, such as Ada. Of course,
we only consider the sequential subset of Ada, and additional research is
required to copewithAda exceptions, etc. Another construct that is common
in real-time programming languages is the time-out; that is an area for future
work.
The motivation for the definition of the specification command comes
from Mahony’s real-time refinement calculus [12]. That calculus allows
specification of system behaviour over all time, and allows refinement of
a specification to a set of truly parallel processes. The sequential real-time
refinement calculus could be used to refine each such process to sequential
code, but more work is required to properly integrate concurrency into our
calculus.
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